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FELIX MARTINEZ TIGKEI

TAFT

SPEAKS

IS PUT INTO THE FIELD

TABERNACLE

?

--

THE DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
' W. C, McDonald, Carrlzozo, cattleman, for governor.
E. C. de Baca, Las Vegas, editor, lor lieutenant governor.
Antonio J. Lucero, Las Vegas, editor, for secretary of state.
J. Lee Lawson, Alamogordo, lawyer for attorney general.
O. N. Marron, Albuquerque, banker and lawyer, for state treasurer.
Francisco A. Manzanares, Fort Sumner, businessman, for state
;
auditor.
J. L. Emerson, Carlsbad, cattleman, commissioner of public lands.
H. B. D'ergusson, Albuquerque, lawyer, and Paz Valverde, mer- chant for Congress.
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he said that mask has been torn' from
face and the Republican party is
seen in Its nakedness, as the enemy,
V',;
"I love you gentlemen
from'" the not the friend of the working man. He
south. There is no music more pleas- declared tyranny and oppression was
He
ing to my ears than your failure to the keynote of the Republicans.
appealed to the working men to live in
pronounce an r. (Laughter.)
"I love your Jeffersonian
'Democ- peace, to work hard and not be overracy. It is easy now to stand up for come by the presence of existing evils.
your principles "among Democrats but "The remedy for Ignorance is
when yon find yourself in a hopeless study," he declared. "Be brave and
The courage that dares
Republican community it is different. courageous.
Such a Democrat who is fearless In defy everything to sustain good gov
the presence of foes, Is the man I ernment is the courage of the Demo- have nominated.? Down in Socorro ' cratic party,, not only in New Mexico
they have a Republican stronghold, out in the halls of congress,
and down there my nominee has con-- j "I can't say this of the Republican
sfstently and persistently supported party," he continued, "for this party
the Democratic party, put up bis mon- - has not stood for good government
ey and his time to organize and fight, despite its pretense of loving the
The chairman: Mr. Barth, I wish people."
.
to call your attention to the 10 minute I He told the story of-tboy who
owned a dog with a long tall and de- rule.
Mr. Barth: I thank you. I wish to cided to cut it off to make it look
A. C. Torres of Socorro ter and then he thought
the pain
county, for lieutenant governor.' (Pro- - would be too great, so the boy
, applause.)jel to out only a little bit of the tail
at a time, thus to diminish the
Judge Long of San Miguel then
livered a speech in which he referred pain. (Laughter). He drew a moral
to a saying "All whisky Is good, but 'about tentative reforms when drastic
:
some is better than others." He saldicnes are needed.
s
tbls was applicable to Democratic
Mr. Richardson announced that the
candidates. He added .he wished to Central Committee would meet at
nominate a worthy running mate for 1:30 p. m. and that the old Central
the Democratic nominee yho la prac- Committee and the Advisory Committee would meet at the supreme court
tically elected already.-- .
e
room.
j He said his nominee is a
- ' .
- man.
He was educated In the Jesuit
Marron for Treasurer.
College ati Las Vegas and le; a taor-- - M. TJ. Vigil of Albuquerque nominoughly honest man, a hard worker, ated O. N. Marron of Albuquerque, for
,and all the time has been conspicu- - state treasurer. He called him ''one
ous in the battle for Democratic
of the most
Democrats, a man
I believe in giving honor in who has beenloyal
in
the
territory twenty-party nominations to the war horses five
Cheers greeted Mr.
years."
of the party, (Applause), to the man
Marron's name. Judge N. B. Laugh-li- n
"
who has carried ltd fla(,, "',
'
of Santa Fe county seconded the
He then, nominated E. C. de Baca,
associate editor of "La Vox del Pue- -' nomination, saying: ' "I have known
bio." Mr. Baca's name was cheered. ' the man intimately, personally and
for more than twenty
H. B. Fergusson followed ' Judge politically,
Of hla intellect,, energy, and
year.
Long. , He said he would speak only means,, he has
given freely to the
three minutes. He said on behalf of Democratic
party. It is such men who
Mr. Baca that his 'recognised high
make this convention
I
character, hla . uniform, unswerving second his nomination possible and
because
know
I
his
Democracy,
standing with you and
with me, hit high education, his edito- him to be honest, capable and to be
Democrat who has kept the faith.
rial brilliancy, his refusal to be lured
to office by the opposing party, would The nomination was by acclamation.
make him the logical running mate for George Hoffman of Belen, Valencia
"McDonald, Just .plain McDonald." county, arose and; asked- the chair to
appoint him on the committee to es(Cheers and applause.)
The entire Socorro delegation then cort. Mr. Marron, saying that Valencia county knew. Mr. Marron well and
arose and thanked Bernalillo for
g
one of Socorro's, one for the also the candidate of the Republican
Ugh office of lieutenant governor. So- - party Jrem Valencia for the same ofcerro then withdrew Mr.' Torrea' fice. ;j:Bottfcwaa cheered as be took
us place with the eomnittee appoint4iu and .moved that Mr, Baca be ed
, named by acclamation
by Chairman Richardson.
which was
tone with a wild shout
Marron's Promise,
r ? -."
rv Then there wera cries of "Baca." Mf. Marron, in a brief speech, prom-(se- a
that It he were intrusted with
.The chair appointed the - following
i' eemmlttee to escort Mr. Baca to the the moneys of the state, "the gang
tall: W. B. Walton, Grant; H.'-- I we have heard of at Las Vegas will
Blckley, Colfax: A. Joseph, Jr Taos; not cet a look ta at those funds."
Taere waa much laogther at the
J. H. Mulroy, Chaves; F. Mantanares,
allusion
and one man in the hall JokL.
Mondragon,
Sandoval;
Guadalupe;
k'X. Gurule, Bernalillo, and as chair--1 ingly remarked "The Democrats will
- man
of the committee, A. C. Torres waat a look In' at the funds."
,. t For State AudHor.
of Eocorro.
'
eea'S Address. - ' ' ? t U. R. akr of Fort Sumner nomln-- r'
ttr,
"
'
thacll- -j
irncic A, l: usrsres of Fort
O,c r- -a spoke Welly,
"
.Son for his nomination. I
The nornln- ;
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REST AT HOTEL ASSASSIN SWIFTLY ARRESTED
HENCE

Taft received an enthusiastic recep
tion, when he arrived here and was
taken to the hotel where he was allowed to rest till 10:30 a. m., when
he addressed the pioneers at the
Tabernacle. Later he reviewed the
troops at Fort Douglas.
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The Democratic State Convention said If he made any mistakes, should
convened at 9:30 o'clock this morn- he be elected, they would be of the
ing, to begin its third days' session, head not of the heart.
Chairman Granville A. Richardson
Secretary of State. .
Judge Sherry moved calling of roll
Delegate McGill offered a
pesiding.
resolution extending condolences to of counties be dispensed with. DeleA. A. Jones in his illness which
gate Torres of Socorro moved that
him attending the convention. Antonio J. Lucero of Las Vegas be
'
,
The convention took a recess until nominated by acclamation.
Flladelfo Baca of Las Vegas, ad8 minutes to 10, to await the advisory
dressed the convention In Spanish,
committee of 26.
The nomination of lieutenant gov- nominating A. J. Lucero for secretary.
Mr. Baca referred to Mr. Spiess' decernor was then taken up.
Isaac Barth moved that the rules laration at Las Vegas that the Dembe suspended, so the call of the roll ocratic party Is the "devil in - paraof the counties can be done away dise" but he added: "It is a devil the
Republican party greatly fears, for
with, to expedite matters. The
tion was carried with only three dis- that party knows the devil has in
store a gridiron and lots of coke to
'.."
senting voices.
Mr. Barth arose and said: "At the roast the Republican party when that
request of the delegation of Socorro party Is "driven out of its paradise
county, I rise to nominate for the lieu on November 7th."
tenant governor a man who should be
This sally was greeted with much
nominated by this convention. We laughter.
Mr. Lucero's nomination was then
want men who will add strength to
the ticket I was born 35 years ago, made by acclamation and a commitmy father was a German Jew, my tee with Judge- Laughlln as chairman
mother was a
and was appointed to escort him to the
I am Irish by marriage and my ene- hall. ; Mr,. Lucero was warmly greeted
mies say I am all things to all peo- as he entered. He 'delivered a brief
ple, This may be true but that Is a address in Spanish, Mr. Vigil inter
circumstance beyond my control. It preting rapidly.
He said he read the enabling act
may be I'm unduly prejudiced from
close association with people" I love lust night and found nothing in it
and that I am prejudiced In their against addressing the convention in
favor. Therefore It always gives me Spanish.- - (Laughter greeted this dec
... ...
laration.) .
pleasure when I see or meet a
erican
He referred to the Spanish language
I am
(Applause).
proud of my Spanish ancestry but I as the tongue used by the noble "Con
am proud of everything else that quistadores" and said he thought It
I am an American citizen. I hope to good enough. He denounced the Redo all I can to abolish for all time the publics party "for masquerading as
distinctions that seem to. exist .be- he friend of the laboring class," but
tween '

COMPANY

Later in the Day He Reviewed Socialist Wat Making Speech
Corporation Commission Should Efforts of Powers to Arbitrate Nine Hundred Hands Are Now
the Troops at Fort
Against the High Cost
Be Appointed and Consist
Differences May Now
Employed In Illinois CenDouglasof Living
of ExpertsSucceed
tral Shops-
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ATREICHJS RATH

ITALIAN FLAG

President Arrived in Salt Were Aimed at the Minis Too Few
Judges and Legis--" Landing Was Effected Under Calls Attention of Strikers
Lake City Early This
ters of Justice and Pub'
lators Provided Declares '
the Protection of ' -to injustice of Their
'
:
lie Instruction
Morning"
the Orator
War Ships
Demands

His Two Editors at Las Vegas Nominated for Lieutenant
Governor and Secretary of State, Respectively
Ought to Revive Some Ancient History, Demo-- .
crats Dance As Boss Whistles.
., ;

X
X

IWANTS RUBBER

SHOTS FIRED

d

ation was seconded and then made by
'
'
acclamation.
His Principles.
Mr. Manzanares declared that he
will make it one of his "principles,"
if elected, to try to fill the office to the
very best of his aoility and he hoped
all of his Democratic friends would
"help him to do so.
Superintendent of Public Instruction.
W. B. Walton, delegate from Silver
"
City, Grant county, was the next
speaker.- He showed less egotism
than some of the young orators, who
impress on their auditors how Important is the message they are about to
deliver, for he said, "This convention
is to be congratulated that I am so
hoarse as you hear me, today, for I
can talk only a few minutes. (Laughter.) "Grant county is naturally mod"

-

est and I point to the unassuming appearance of these fourteen delega'es
to show it. Yet, we feel that we are
entitled to a place on this ticket. We
have a candidate eminently fitted for
the position of superintendent of public instruction.' :.We want a candidate.
moreover, so as to be able to return to
our people and have something to
show for our presence nere! I shall
nominate a man who has been a resident of the, territory for more than
sixteen years: ''a' college man; a man
who has had five years experience as
He
county school superintendent."
then named Alvan N. White of Silver
City, Grant countyr
Editor .William Butler of San Juan
county followed Mr. Walton. He said
he had listened with pleasure to, a
speaker from; the southwest of New
Mexico,
am from the northwest, where 'nearly all the water of
the territory is located and where It
is our ambition to furnish half the
Democratic
vote of News Mexico
when San Juan ' county settles "rap."
This remark elicited applause.
Mr. Butler declared he would not
present any name, however, for the
office of school superintendent
but
would second that presented by Mr.
Walton.

Will Be on the Job.

'..;V

.

A committee was appointed to.
bring Mr. White to the hall. When
he entered he was cheered.
Mr.
White spoke briefly in accepting the
nomination saying that --e had had no
idea of going on the ticket when he
came to the convention;
He added,
"I accept this nomination solely be.

cause I am interested in education and
it elected J pledge you that I will always be on the Job, too." (Applause.)
Recess to 2 p. m.
The convention then took a recess
for luncheon until-- 2 p. m. when the
other nominations, supreme court
judges, corporation . commission and
,
congressmen, are to be made.
Fergusson and Valverde.
It seemed certain at noon today that
H. B. Fergusson of Albuquerque, Bernalillo county, will have as his run-ni- g
mate for Congress Paz Valverde,
of Clayton, Union county.
.
;
Progressives Make Dicker.
The Progressives submitted six
names for Corporation Commissioner
to the Democratic advisory committee, from which the latter selected one
name each for nomination on the Democratic ticket
Afternoon 'Setalon.
The convention reconvened .at 2:30
p. m. Mr. Barth began a speech moving that the next business be the nomination of a land commissioner and the
members of Congress. After that, the
judges and corporation commissioner
.
will be named.
-- At
2:35, the secretary, John L. Zimmerman in his "Gorgosa" ... baritone
voice, called out the names of the delegates for whom mail had arrived.
Mr. LuU's Witticism.
The chairman then maoe - an ' announcement about tram schedules
and said Jt is expected they will get
through without delay. This news,
he aaw "comes from the Santa " Fe
agent." That's only a witticism of
Harvey Lutv whispered a delegate, as
he felt he would have to remain over
until tomorrow.
Emenen for Land Commiseoner. '
A. C. Heard said that all sections
had been heard from except the eastern, He said In- behalf of Eddy county, in the southeast, that he would be
glad to name a candidate for land
commissioner who is a Democrat of
backbone from the state of MUaouri,
He has
(shouts "'Of applause.
served a number of years In the office of county treasurer and la all of
his duties he has come In contact
more or less with publie affalra. He
is: thoroughly quail fled in every war
to tai this Important oKt.
We
-

.

v

-

'"'?."'

-

K

fired from the gallery of the lower
house of the Reichstag in the direc
tion of the ministerial benches where
the ministers of justice and education
sat. None were Injured, The man
who fired the shots was arrested. Dr.
Adler, a Social Democrat, was at
tacking the minister, of Justice, Herr
Hochenburger, because of the severity
of sentences imposed on those arrested during the recent rioting at meetings held in protest against the high
prices of food and ''the ' session ad:A?
journed.

desire to submit the name of John L.
Emerson o Carlsbad, . Eddy county.
C. C. Hill of Roswell seconded the
nomination, saying however, that the
editor of the Roswell Daily News was
a candidate for the oiuce, but for reasons best known to the committee.
Mr. Dills had declined." X (Applause.)
Mr. Hill said Chaves will roll up a
majority of 1,600 for the Democratic
;
nominees.
Mr. Emerson's nomination
was
then made by acclamation.
The chair appointed Mr. Edmonson
of Union, Mr. Curren of Guadalupe,
and Lucius Dills of Chaves to escort
Mr. Emerson to the hau;
Mr. Richardson said that Mr.
comes from 4 Congressman
Flood's district in Virginia and he has
in his own "family more Democratic
votes than any other in the territory-- six
i
votes! ..
Mr. Richardson praised the nominee sayiiig as county assessor he had
.

'

acquitted himself with ability.
Mr. Emerson made a brief speech,
saying he realized all the delegates
were tired. He added, "My Friends, I
am used to being on a Democratic
ticket and I have never failed to be
elected, I hope you will see to It
that I do not make my; first failure
this time. It then I am elected, I
want all of you to. come Jo fee me ajt
my office, and I assure you I will extend you a. warm welcome."
r.
'

Congress were

then taken up. Mr. Barth, who prob
ably made more nominations than any
two men in this convention , was
again on his feet, tins time not to
discuss his genealogy, but that of his
nominee.

On .behalf

of

Bernalillo

and in answer to a demand from ue
entire state of New ivlexiao, I wish to
name a man who has been- tested in
the crucible of public service and who
has been found to be gold without alloy, a man who is the idol of his
i
party.
Barth's Humility.
Mr. Barth then said his endorsement would have no weight, but that
he would at once present the name
of Harvey B.: Fergusson of Berna-

lillo...

:

-

C. D. Cleveland, an attorney of Las
Vegas, a new comer to New Mexico,
regaled the Buffalo Jones audience at
the Elks' theater last evening with a
real progressive speech in which he
lauded the Blue Ballot and declared
for things that the Democrats had
fought, such as an appointive and ex
pert corporation commission, a great
er number of judges and legislators in
the future, and gave reasons, why he
thought that the constitution ought
to be easier to amend, but some of
which the taxpayers found good reasons for making the constitution a little bit more stable and permanent

than ordinary legislation.
Although Mr. Cleveland spoke as a
progressive, he gave a body blow to
Herbert J. Hagerman,
when right at the start of his speech
he declared that principles and not
merely persopal prejudices, are the
more important Issues in this campaign.
The most important question be
fore the people of New Mexico is not
the election of this man or that man
to office. It is not which party shall
succeed.
Men may come and men may go.
Terms of office will expire. A mistake
in placing an unfit man in office may
be remedied but there is one mistake which the people of New Mexico
may make which, if made, cannot be
remedied.
This is in the matter of voting the
'
' Blue Ballot."
A constitution is "a fundamental
lew or basis of government, organic
ing and defining the different parts of
the government, conferring on each
department the powers and duties al- loted to each and limiting the powers
of every department"
It is "the form of government, de
lineated by. the. mighty hand of the
people. It Is the work or will of the
people themselves, in their original
sovereign and unlimited capacity."
It la the people's, safe guard, not
against their own desires, but against
abuse of powers delegated by the peo
ple to their officers and representa
tives.
A constitution Is framed by repre
sentatives of the people in convention
but there representatives merely rec
ommend their work to the people. It
has no life, force or effect until the
voice of the people has enacted it into
..

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Glasgow, Oct. 6. Elliott and Com
pany having branch agents at Tripoli
received a cable from Trinoli savine
that the "Italian flag now floats over
Tripoli."
Effected Landing.
London, Oct. 5". A dispatch from
Rome sayB that the Syracuse corres
pondent of the Rome papers cables
that the Italians effected a landing
close to Tripoli under the protection

ot tneir warships.
Turkish Fleet In Bosporus.
Constantinople, Oct 5. The Turk
ish- fleet entered the Bosporus from
the Dardanelles.
-

slight and that because of this con
dition an amendment which may car
ry by a large majority of the state
wide vote will fail of adoption for
instance on a comparison with the
vote for delegate in 1898. the consti
tution which we have adopted, under
the forty per cent in
f
of the
counties' requirement, would have
failed of adoption with but a slight
change in vote. It carried by 31,742
votes out of a total of 43,141, fully
seventy per cent of the vote cast, and
per cent of the highest vote
ever cast in New Mexico yet a
change of 660 votes would have pre
vented Its adoption.
one-hal-

fifty-seve- n

Socorro

Taos
Union

252
.

....

Torrance

36
3
125
62
35
12
1

,

...

Rio Arriba

uuadalupe
Luna
lirant,
Quay

This was on a question of statehood
and under such provisions 14,059 votes
out of 4o,141 could have prevented
statehood.

:

(By Special Leased Wire to Xew Mexican)

inicago, uct. 5. seventy strikers
returned to the Illinois Central shons
at Burnslde, making 900 now at work.
Statement ty Company.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 5. The
Union and Southern Pacific have issued the following statement:
It 13 regretted, in face of the large
numbers of employes who are approaching pension age and who are
prevented by age limit from securing
employment elsewhere, they should
be drawn into a strike instituted in
s
violation of the
of their respective orders, and especially since
it is wholly unjustified. In fairness
we are constrained to say that we do
not believe any great number of our
mechanical employes are dissatisfied
with their working agreements, or favor leaving their employment under
such conditions.
Extraneous influences have been brought to bear unon
them and they have not been free to
give the subject an undertaking of
such serious consequences to them
and to their families the temperate
consideration it should receive.
The company has evidenced a willingness to meet with all the various
crafts as in the past. Satisfactory results have followed from this procedure in respect to both the company
and the employes, and no substantial
reason obtains or has been advanced
why same results would not follow a
continuation of this policy.
The demands made by the federation are of
such a character that to grant them
would entail an enormous financial
loss and at the same time practically
relinquish to a committee of employes
managerial authority and control over
the mechanical department, a conces
sion the company
could not make
without seriously impairing its ability
to properly discharge its obligations
to the public as a common carrier.
Believing in the rectitude of its position, and at the same time regretting
that hardship may follow to those m.
ployes involved, the company
has
maintained a course that in its Judg
ment was the only one afforded it
within the bounds of Justice, fairness
and reason.

There is not another state which
has such a provision In Its constitution.
What do the other states teach us?
In Delaware no direct submission is
In Rhode Island and New
required.
s
Hampshire three fifths and
respectively of those voting on the
question is required. In five states a
majority of those voting on the question is required. In five states a mn- Jority of those voting at a general elec9FCREASED RAINFALL IS
tion is required and in thirty-seveNOTICEABLE IN TEXAS.
states a majority of those voting on
the question is sufficient.
law.
None of the states have an v thine Beautiful San Antonio
River Has
There is nothing of Divine inspiraDwindled to a Series of Ugly
tion about a constitution. Amending a like, or even suggestive of, or compar
Mud Puddles.
constitution is not profanation of able to our half of the counties pro'
vision, and yet some say that this
Holy Writ.
constitution is among those easilv San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 5. PeoDle
Constitution a Compromise.
of San Antonio who remember the
amendable.
no
ever
was
constitution
Probably
And then to make assurance doublv San Antonio river when it ran bank
formed which was an expression oi
the Judgment of all the framers there- sure the framers of the constitution full with the waters jlue and beauti
of. The constitution of the United provided that these nrovislnns shnnlH ful and the banks green with water
States was a compromise in every Im- not be changed, altered or abrogated plants of many varieties are much dismanner except through a gen- tressed because the river has beon
in
portant particular and. the ingenious eralany
convention called to revise the gradually getting lower during the last
mind of Governor Morris was taxed
to frame an attestation clause which constitution. And no convention can lew years because of the decreased
years, rainfall. With the
of the
should voice the scruples of those who be called In the next twenty-fiv- e
s
vote of the city administration, the Water
were unwilling to append their names except by a
Supply
a
popular vote of a company, and the S. A. Gas & Electric
to that constitution or it might seem legislature and
to be giving it their approval, and at majority of all electors, voting at a L,o., tne River Improvement Associa.
election and in at least
f tion is
making arrangements to install
that Randolph, Mann and Gerry re- general
the counties. Nine raises the re- a pump and draw
fused to sign.
water from a twelve-affirmative
vote
to
over
quired
fifty men weii near tne head snrlnes of the
Twelve amendments were proposed
cent
and retains the countv nro- river and turn this water
per
by the first congress and ten adopted. vlslon.
c
into the
channel of the river. It Is estimated
Twelve amendments had been adoptthe
of
the
laws
Truly
immutability
ed by 1803, and every state in the nf thA M AflAH Anil
that the flow will amount to about
PAMlora MHD ntalA
Union has from time to time found it
one and a half million gallons every
"the
as
a
to
symbol
constitution of twenty-fou- r
necessary to amend its constitution.' New Mexico.
hours. This will Increase
The constitution of each state is
the current of the stream and keon tho
Flood
nrnnnsea
The
resolution
tn
bottom washed clean ot mud which
adopted how? By a majority vote of
change the requirements for amending
the people Voting thereon.
collects when the water becomes slugthe
constitution
that
the
providing
:
It the people are competent to
gish.
be
submitted by a ma
adopt a constitution by majority vote, questionvotemay
Of the legislature and
why are they not competent to adopt jority
by a majority vote of the elec WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
amendments thereof by a like vote? adopted
tors voting thereon.
TO START AT NEW YORK.
Under the constitution as at presThis is in accord as to malorltv re
ent provided no change can be made
with the constitutions of four- First Game October 14. President of
vote of the mem- quired,
except by
teen states both as to vote of people
National and American
bers of each house of the legislature and vote In
legislature not one of
Leagues Meet.
ratified by a vote of the people at a which was
admitted later than 1899
general election and, to carry, the and among them six of the
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
original (By
proposed amendment must receive a thirteen states.
New York, Oct. 5. The presidents
majority of the votea cast on the Furthermore it is in direct accord of the National and American
question and the affirmative vote must with our constitution on certain Im and the presidents of the
Philadelphia
equal forty per cent of the highest portant matters.
ana New York clubs today decided
vote cast at that election further
.Perhans th mnst fnnlo mfkntoiiv im starting tne world s championship
this vote must be obtained in at least
portant
portion of the constitution is series at New York on October 14.
one-haof he counties.
;
Article XXI. The preceding articles
These provisions are not only un- deal for the most nart
with nrHcninr FRANK H. HUGHES
usual but the latter is unique. It Is
DIE8 IN CALIFORNIA.
providing chiefly the machin
5
not to be found in any other consti- process,
;
01 government..
ery
tution.
Frank H. Hughes, a former resident
Article XXI concerns vital nrlnot.
The effect of these requirements is ties
of Santa Fe. and brother of Levi A.
aa
a
foundation
nmn
standing
to make the constitution well nigh which is based
the whole proud super Hughes of thia city, died of apoplexy
unamendable.
structure of Republican government.
this moraine at his mother's hom in
. Why should
an affirmative vote of Sec. 1 declares
that
California.
tolera"perfect
forty or any other percentage of the tion of religious sentiment shall be
vote cast on another matter be re- secured and
polygamous
marriages
quired. Surely if a vote Is not intel- are prohibited.
X BIG REPUBLICAN
or
not interested enough
ligent enough
In Sec. 4. DUhllC Schools nnn in alt
;
MEETING. AT GALISTEO. X
to- - vote on a
question, his attitude the children of the
nmviit
should not be considered yet this re- for and by Sec 5 thestt
to Congress T. X
right of suffrage
"
quirement does give that effect and is guaranteed.
; ; '
.
B. Catron, Marcelino A. Ortix, X
weight to this attitude makes It In efSec. 4, Article XIX, on amendments,
B. F. Pankey, Frank Owen and X
fect a vote against the amendment
that: "When the United
provides
Charles Closson left for Galls-- . X
As to the provision requiring the States shall consent
teo this evening to address a X
the
thereto,
legcarrying of at least half of the coun- islature by a majority vote of the numpolitical mass meeting which X
ties.
bers in each house, but anhmtt tn tha
will celebrate the coming into X
This is essentially wrong, not only people the
of amending any
the Republican ranks of Apo-- X
because it will tend to carry county provision 01question
Article jaa, of this conlonlo Chaves and other prom- - X
against county, but, it further tends stitution, and it a majority of the qualinent
Democrats,' In conae- - X
to make, the amending of the consti- ified electors Who vote nnnn an aiioti
quence of which Galisteo pre- - X
tution practically Impossible, it may amendment shall rote in favor there- cinct, will give a solid Republl- - X
easily happen that in many counties
can vote on election day.
the interest la a question will be but
, QoBtinued on Page Jreur.
two-third-

.

For Congress.

''The nominations for

-

n

three-fourth-

the motion' and
asked that Mr. Fergusson be nominated by acclamation.
The chairman said there were other
nominations, and he could not entertain the motion at that time.
Alldredge Gives Taffy.
EL P. Alldredge of Portales, Roosevelt county, then addressed the con
C. C. Hill seconded

-

vention, telling of his experience wit
nessing conventions of Kentucky" and
Texas, etc., but he failed to look
at such a splendid body of men as
those present. (Mild applause.) w
Mr. Alldredge brought up the old
chestnut . falsehood about burning
books, saying his nominee would not
need to burn him.. He addedi "He is
63 years of age and has had but one
love affair in his life.
Yet loving
who has
every womanly woman
crossed his path, he has loved and
lost them all." (Laughter.) S
He declared hla nominee had faithfully loved the Democratic party.:
Mr. Aldredge then scaled. a few of
the rhetorical peaks, finally dropping
down, to the lower altitudes, finally
dwelling, on the late Governor Hogg
of Texas, as the man who had appreciated this candidate. The speaker
referred to "measly stand-pa- t
Republicans," but the allusion fell fiat It
failed to arouse enthusiasm, probably
because the vitriolic speeches which
had preceded, had made the word
"measly" seem measly.
Mr. Aldredge said his nominee was
one of the big four, who had undertaken "that most patriotic trip and
most patriotic duty," the task to de
fend and protect the Spanish American people in New Mexico.
The speaker referred to the "God
given rights In New Mexico" - and
shouted about them. Finally he nomi
nated W. R, McGtll as a man who has
no superior on the floor.
. Aildredge
said: "In God's name,
are we going to come here this even
ing and turn down a man from that
section of the country? Can'we afford to do tbiar .
,
O gnoses Fergusson.
Mr. Aldredge asked If it were right
:

-

,

(Conferee on Page BgtLI
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We Guarantee

Everything

to Eat and

30

Under this Brand

Under the

to be as

Solitaire Brand

Represented

ME
WE

II

CERY

Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
Southern Corner Plaxa.
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES.
REGISTER

GIVE

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

i

i

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

in the year.

Every

was broken. His wife allowed the suit
to lapse and Inman recovered. A few
months aeo Inman broke his neck
for a second time. He was riding in
an automobile near Medford, Ore.,
when the machine hit a hole in the
road, throwing the occupants against
the roof. Inman recovered for a sec- -'
ond time. This time his wife is tak
ing no chances. She has filed a sec- ond suit for divorce and intends to
push the case. She charges the mining promoter with desertion and infi
delity, naming several prominent co
respondents. She also asks for one--'
half of Inman's property, valued at

Where I met her
Dead Man Identified.
She who vanished like the breath of
Arthur Barela, resident consul for
early morn:
!the Austrian government at Raton,
T can hear the song of thrushes,
ihas iust received information from
I can see her smiles and blushes,
the old country confirming the iden
As I kissed her- To the music of the rustling of the tification of the miner who was killed
corn.
three months ago by the engine of
train No. 7 on the bridge near the
Colfax
Thus I sit here, idly dreaming,
pumping station at Otero,
The man's name is Martinez
Of the olden days, and deeming
county.
who has a wife and family living in
Rests in days now lost and gone
f!mmlr Miin fm nnmmit.
While from out the shadowy places A. ......in
Peer the old familiar faces,
ing the days of the month and year,
vas found on his person, and this was
And I hear the summer breezes
ithe chief clue leading to his identiflSoftly sighing in the corn.
The man had been a miner
Richard Braunstein in the St. Louis cation.
one of the camps up Blossburg
Globe Democrat.
j at
canon and was known to be mentally
'
tJMBSBsSMBMsVMsMsBsss
deranged.

$250,000.

Foley's Kidney Remedy vs. a Hopeless'
Case.
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
had a severe case of kidney trouble;
and could not work and my case
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
I have never been bothered since. 1
always recommended it." For sal by
all druggists.

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

THE STITE

EioPd with orflamst.

Tne 8600,13 development in the
gational divorce suit entered at Mon
Indicted for Forgery.
trose Colorado, by the Rev. M. W.
Julius Chavez was indicted at aidu- - piettner against his wife, occurred in
ouerque for passing a forged check the county court whn County Judge
for $12.50 in an Albuquerque saloon. Haynes dlrected that Piettner place
his property in the hands of a trustee
.
'
oanaonea Mis ramiiy.
nf the divnrnfi aiiit- I.,nHl
- ..uu.l final ilisnnsnl
at
was
indicted
Gabaldon
E.
Juan
or that he give bond in the sum of
Albuquerque for abandoning his wife $1,000 for his appearance at the trial
and four children and was held in
Piettner was a minister at Berne, Kan
?500 bond.
sas. He filed suit in Montrose against
sen-mtm-

,

SEPTEMBER
Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn!
Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass

la a Ann Ta4ak

rvi.
Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

swit,.
for

,,nrtr
" irAMmmt

nt cruelty.
..1,1

t

MAKE HOME HAPPY WITH A GLOWING NEW HEATER. EN
JOY THE COMFORT OF SITTING
AROUND A HANDSOME,
WARM STOVE.
OUR HEATERS WILL HOLD THE FIRE OVER NIGHT, SO THAT
YOU ONLY NEED TO MAKE A FEW TWISTS
AND POUR IN
SOME COAL TO QUICKLY HAVE A HOT FIRE.
"FIRE OUT" YOUR OLD STOVE AND "FIRE UP" A NEW ONE,

O. B.

She filed a cross complaint,
..
1 nnn
li
J

Phone

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

It

Phone

14

Clark Is Setting Out More Trees
on His Ranch Near
Albuquerque.

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 5. O. B.
Clark, the well known ranchman who
was the first to install a medium
Dumping system for irrigating an or
chard in this valley, and who has wa- tered several acres of fruit trees sue-cessf ully during the past season on his
property south of the city, has been in
Roswell for several days past Duymg
trees from the Roswell Nursery Company to increase his orchard acreage here. This is taken to mean that
his gasoline
Mr. Clark has found
pumping system of irrigation a complete success and is going to spread
out considerably more next year.
Clark has been making a careful study
of the pumping methods in the Pecos
valley and is proceeding along the
most scientific and practical lines in
his project in the Rio Grande valley.

Phone,

GORMLEY

Blk,

6619

j

j

Albuquerque,
discharging a wea- her hband with elopmg with
pon in Martineztown, gave $500 bali cehrged
u. wuu waB U1B
"U4KUl
and was released.
ana cnoir director. Mrs. neiiner naa
not heard of her missing spouse until
Sat on Bench With Woman.
divorce proceedings were institutVia Kat nn a honph in the tn
ea
"erewoman
Alex
not his wife,
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
park with a
Taws, a chief of police of Colorado
Lucas County ss.
Sentenced by Judge Abbott.
City, Colorado, has lost his job.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
William Stevens, aged 30 years, a
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
nuu
iium
A Terrible Trlme
cdbjjcu
luiuiymuc iicuu,
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
Paul Ross was indicted at Albu- - Bernalillo county jail and helped
others t0 escape, was sentenced the City of Toledo, County end State
querque for criminal assault on four-iei8said firm will pay
teen vear old Jnsfifa Gutierrez. He' to six months in jail yesterday by aforesaid, and that HUNDRED
DOLthe sum of ONE
was
A.
sentence
Ira
but
Abbott,
Judge
is a married man.
Casuspended.
Ezequiel Archuleta was LARS for each and every case of
use
cannot
curetf
the
tarrh
be
that
by
six
months
for
his
given
Lieutenant-Governoabandoning
r
Indicted.
family, but in this case, too, sentence of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Antonio Chiquique,
lieutenant-goFRANK 3. CHENEY.
Florencio Montano
ernor of the Pueblo of Isleta. was in-- i was suspended.
Sworn to before me end subscribed
dieted at Albuaueroue for a. criminal and William Henry Harrison were
given six months for larceny of a bi- in my presence, this 6th day of Decern,
asasult upon a woman a month ago.
cycle. Sentence was suspended. Fred ber. A. D., 1H5.
A. W. GLEASON,
Ritter was given one year in the (Seal)
Elfego Baca Takes Judgment
Sentence
Notary Public.
Elfego Baca took judgment against county jail for burglary.
Abel Molina pleaded
Halls Catarrh Cure Is taken internthe city of Albuquerque by default for! suspended.
Emiliano ally, and acts directly on the blood
$5,000 damages for being hurt in a guilty to stealing a check.
Gallegos pleaded guilty to larceny of and mucous surfaces of the system.
collision with a fire wagon.
a horse and buggy.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY c CO., TOLEDO,
Fiendish Assault.
Broke His Neck, Sued for Divorce.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Eighty year old Mrs. Socorro
Unable to get relief from her marl
Chavez of Fajaritb, Bernalillo county,
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
was criminally assaulted. Juan Munoz tal bonas1 because chance 14.always gave pation.
V
r
.1
i.m.1
l
m ms
was Indicted and held in 13,000 bail "BI "uBuauu me uci. ui n. i.
He is 20 years old. counters with death, Mrs. C. C. Inman
for the crime.
has filed suit for divorce in the Utah
courts. Inman is a prominent Colora
Arrest Prevents Marriage.
Maria Aguillar was arrested at El do mining man and until recently a
Paso for being unlawfully
in the resident of Grand Junction and of
For Best Laundry Work
United States just as she was about Denver. He was sued for divorce two
to be married to Clayton Walker by years ago in Goldfleld. "A few weeks
a
an
in
accident
a justice of the peace. She will be later he met with
mine near Grand Junction; his neck BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
deported to Mexico.

"'"

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

PUMPING IN RIO
GRANDE VALLEY A SUCCESS.

!

AROUND

7cr.:3

wiuuiu now
u uueresieu tneanawonaenu
Bridge.
about
MARVEL Whirling Spray
In the Federal court at El Paso, the
Hat new TkImI jrlarc.
Whitmer
case of Mrs. Victoria
&
Southwestern
Paso
El
the
against
Mrs. Whitmer is
railroad is on trial.
Aikfoor dnwtlMfortt.
ue caniiut supply u
suing the railroad for $20,000 damages IXHtBTRL.
Accent
v,. v.n. nj At.mn for
cn account of the death of her son,
lUoitfated
book tealed. It gtaf
who fell from the S bridge at Cloid- fall Mrtleal.ni ud directions
ln-croft, Otero county, last year and was
killed.

Fell From

A

;

Phone,

434 miles
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M.

In those days of peace and plenty,
I, a robust lad of twenty,
Rose, refreshed from out my slumbers
New Mexico's Biggest Boy.
In the early flush of dawn;
Lester Blair of Mountainair, claims
Saw the Sun rise o'er the meadows
to be the biggest boy for his age in
Chase away the lingering shadows
As the morning breeze was sighing
the new state. He is 9 years old and
In the fields of growing corn.
weighs 176 pounds, his height being
Lester came here
exactly five feet.
several months ago from Weather-ford- ,
Like an army formed in battle,
In the pastures trooped the cattle,
Texas, with his father to MounAnd the dewdrops shone and glim- tainair, where Mr. Blair is now section
foreman for the Santa Re railroad.
mered
Both of Lester's parents are large,
Pale and glinted on the lawn;
From the tangled hazel thicket
but he was only a good, fair sized
Came the chirping of the cricket,
baby when born, weighing 11 pounds.
He started to grow right off, however
Beating time at least in fancy
To the rustling of the corn.
and weighed 25 pounds when two
months of age. He has continued his
Then the footpath by the river,
rapid growth ever since. At present
"Where the maple branches quiver,
his chest measurement is 42 inches.
i

Everything

Drink

increase of

THE RUSTLING OF THE CORN.
In my study chair reclining,
In response my fancy twining
All the joys which girt the present!
With the days now lost and gone,
And the pulses of my vision
Beat in rhythmical precision
As once more I hear the night breeze
Softly sighing in the corn.

The Little Store
Good

y ..II.

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate Novelties

for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable
PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS,

at short notice.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

n.ii

:

J. CRICHTON

R.

.

LUMBER & COAL YARD

--

Coal.

Building Jlaterials-Daws- on

FRUIT BOXES

v

Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
The price is right.

Get your order in.

Near Union Depot

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

a

FINE ASSORTMENT OF

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite, Garnets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

,

Imperial Laundry

San Francisco Street.
I

IIE
All J I? TIIC TIIlUC
Ij MC I

INUW

T select your stones for mounting
for Mo,iday Presents. They are

always acceptable.

RETURNS THURSDAY

.

1?

MORGAN LIVERY CO.
P. Williams
Successor to

B.
have purchased the entire stock of horses and equipment formerly
Owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate It a a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.
I

Phone l.W Red

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST

Santa Fe, N. M

Leased for $10,000.
The lot on which the Commercial
Hotel stood at Deming before it was
burned down recently, has been leased for 99 years by A. H. Thompson to
Leyden Haynes of Jacksonville, Florida, for $10,000.
Haynes will put up
a $10,000 building on the premises.

Shoots Girl; Kills 8elf.
Because she refused to respond to
his importunities to marry him, Ers-kin-e
S. Walker shot end perhaps fatally wounded Miss Magdeline Kemp,
telephone operator at the Harper
House, Rock Island, 111., through the
body and then shot and killed himself.

ELK'S THEATRE
Friday, October

M, N

6th.

First Transcontinental Tour cf

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.'
Phooe Red

No.

2J.

BARRIER
Pres-bur- y

Plaintiff Defaulted.
of Rex Beach's great story
'Default judgment was given at Alof the last frontier, Alaska
buquerque in the case of J. S. New
man for $2,500
PRODUCTION,
damage
against COMPLETE SCENIC
Jesus M. Sandoval, based on a sheep
Full New York Cast.
contract.
The 'defendant ' brought
counter suit for $2,000. The plaintiff

Phone, Red No. 2J

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

FOR

Pkene us, we will be glad to call for
rear laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and delirer on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work la guaranteed; your seeks
are mended and buttons, tewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122

Eleaner Haber

To-pek-a

NECIA

J W. STOCKARD,

75c;

MANAGE?

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special HiKh Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house.

Patronize home industry.

Leave orders

at

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

oal

Wood

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILL06

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithitg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

AVKNUK

a 8. F.

Telephone

Depot.

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
CAD CI I E

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
aodlaocLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit aad
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanofa Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuqne at a Bargain.

rUn JALL

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

PHONE REB 122

Restaurant

d

YOU CAN GET THE

R. H. STOLLE. Agent.

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
u
mall and pasCarrying the
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
Direct from the long run at the
each regular ticket, ezeeaa baggagt defaulted.
between
N.
and
M.,
sengers
Vaughn,
New Amsterdam Theatre, with
La Salle
at tne rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
of Santa Fe System.
We
are
Earnings
to
kind
equipped
carry
any
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock
The total income of the Atchison,
ot trunks or baggage, .up to 1,500 lbs
Railroads and the Atchison,
Telephone II.
and
the
Fe
Santa
for
Topeka
system
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
AS
Special rates are given fcr excur fiscal year ending June 30, 1911, was
Two
Below F. Andrews Store.
Doors
Leaves Vaughn
S: 43 a. ra ,
slons, for eight or more passengers. $109,772,481, as against $107,543,250 in
Regular Meals 25 cents.
rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
:
Rooms for Rent 25c and 60c.
according to the annual report.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- For further information, write the 1910,
The total expenses were ?34,083,38G
Short Orders at All Hours.
3C
Roswell
5:
Auto Co.. Hoswell, N. M.
rive In Vaughn at
p. m.
and the fixed charges $12,712,319,
a balance of $21,371,067 PRICES.
$ 1 .00, $ 1 .50 BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
leaving
against 20,425,784 in 1910. The aver- Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store French Noodle Order 20c a dish,
- New Tork Chop Suey 59c.
age mileage operated was 10,350.13, an
Tuesday.
D. 8.

WHEN

!

AND FRIDAY

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

Dramatization by Eugene

PJHWELL AUTO CO. .ROSWELL

Why Import Mineral Water?

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

.

Ukth

Reed of AnytfiTrif
in tbe MVRY LINE.
Drivers Famished

Don

daspar Ave.
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REACHING THE SPOT.
It Can Be Done, So Scores of Santa
Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an acnmg back,
The pains of rheumatism.
The tired-out- .
feelings,
You must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Fills are for the
kidneys.
Mrs. Agripina de Gonzales, 102 Gar
cia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
September, 1906, I used Doan's Kid'
ney pills for backache which had
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
about them. The contents of one
box of this remedy drove away ail my
pains and I am happy to state that
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

w. g. McDonald

FoyoeiioB
Democratic State Convention
Names Him, Cheering
His Name Wildly

J.

H. HALY MAKES

SPEECH

But Principal Address Is Delivered by H. B. Ferguson In
Seconding.

publican party from ocean to ocean
as a "cursed regime" and then spoke
of the corruption by power of mis
used wealth that Is seen throughout
the land.
He paid a tribute to Mr. McDonald's
business ability, honesty, etc., by de
claring that more than 20 years ago
Mr. McDonald was selected by a great
English corporation to manage its in
terests and be added he has been in
their employ ever since."
Several people in the hall muttered:
"wnat? is ne a corporation man
too?"
Mr. Fergusson deduced that Mr. McDonald has shown such ability that he
is to be trusted to run the people's
affairs as governor.
Mr. Fergusson
appealed to the Spanish
speaking
citizens and said that Mr. McDonald
knows their great and glorious his
tory, knows how the conquistadores
landed on these shores, their sword
in one hand and a cross in the other.

Midst scenes of wild enthusiasm
William C. McDonald of Carrlzozo, Lin
coln county, was nominated by accla- This allusion was cheered.
In concluding the speaker appealed
mation yesterday evening by the Dem"to every honest man to support Mr:
ocratic state convention.
The delegates rose to their feet, McDonald, an honest aian, for govercenta
Co., Buffalo, grabbed the standards which desig- nor."
United States.
nated the counties and marched Prolonged applause followed the
Remember the name Doan's and around the hall of representatives for speech of the "tribune."
take no other.
several minutes, cheering wildly as John W. Morrow of Colfax, also
the First Regiment Band struck up seconded the nomination, paying a
a national air.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tribute to the Independent RepubliIt was several minutes before order cans and declaring that Arizona, our
Department of the Interior,
sister state, is going to roll up a
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. was restored.
The afternoon session began at 4 Democratic majority. He said "not
(07894)
Sept. 12, 1911.
p. m., Isaac Barth arising to make the only every man but every woman
Notice Is hereby given that Jose motion that all nominating speeches should support our ticket."
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct be limited to ten minutes and secondCounty after county, through its
22, 1906, made homestead No. 10146, ing speeches to five, except the sec- delegate, cast its vote for Mr. Mcfor SW
Section 13, Township 13 N. onding of the nomination for govern Donald. Some of the seconds were
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed or. The motion was temporarily witn- - o! a second's duration, but others
notice of intention to make final five drawn and then made later by Mr. took that occasion to "orate" while
the hungry delegates showed considyear proof, to establish claim to the Barth and it was carried.
land above described, before Register
Former Governor W. T. Thornton erable impatience.
cr Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa arose and said that it would be a John H. Crist from Rio Arriba,
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October, good thing to ascertain what that reso made a delightful speech in which
1911.
lution committee was doing and he he said "the most momentous words
Claimant names as witnesses:
would like to hear from it. He add uttered on the cross were 'It Is fin
Amhrosio
and the most momentous
Cano, Bernardo Cano, ed: "It is now four o'clock, and gen ished,'
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armljo, tlemen we are on time once." (A voice: words were uttered by Taft when
all of Golden, N. M.
"Well, we will be In time on election signing the Flood resolution he said,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
day, too." This was greeted by laugh- It is done.' Those words meant for
us a new state had been born, a new
Register. ter.)
The resolution
committee was star had arisen in the constellation
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
brought in and Judge Byron O. Sherry to shine as long as popular governof Alamogordo, its former mayor, read ment exists on the earth."
Department of the Interior,
Mr. Crist was warmly applauded.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. the resolutions in a loud voice. There
was much enthusiasm when the clause
(07753)
Judge Long of San Miguel declared
Copies In triplicate to Forest Super- about the election of the U. S. Sena- that noted Republicans lived in his
tors by popular vote was read. There county but so did noted Democrats
visor, Cowles, N. M.
Sept. 12, 1911.
was much applause throughout the and that the Democrats could be
Notice is hereby given that Santia reading, so much that a delegate from counted on in San Miguel to do their
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on Torrance- - county asked that applause duty November 7.
E. D. Tlttman of Sierra county,
Sept. 5, 1906, made homestead entry be withheld until the interpreter had
No. 9885, for SE 4 SW 14, and Lots finished translating each phrase. The made a brief speech and declared that
2, 3, 4, Section 31, Township 17 N.. reading of the resolutions was over Mr. McDonald's
character is such
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed at 4:25 p. m. and Governor Thornton that the searchlight can be turned on
notice of intention to make flnalfivs moved the adoption of the platform it.
Valencia's Game Roosters. ,
year proof, to establish claim to the which, he said, he hoped would be
land above described, before Register adopted by the people November 7.
Valencia, through Delegate
Finally
oi Receiver U. S. land office at Santa He added: "I am certain not a man Hoffman, seconded,1 the nomination.
of
October,
20th
day
in this convention can object to any He said: "Our delegation, Mr. Chair
Fe, N. M., on the
1911.
thing in these resolutions."
man, is a little bit young, but we are
Claimant names as witnesses:
Omission.
A
here. We are growing game cocks,
Jose Maria Ortega, Placldo Armljo,
J. H. Faxton of Dona Ana county, just been hatched from under the
and
Gregorlo
Fernandez Armljo,
objected, not to what was IN the reso- wings of a mud hen. But we come
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
lutions but what was LEFT OUT. He here with assurance as we see the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
said "Mr. Chairman, I rise to say that emblem of the Democratic rooster.
.Register,.
I fail to see how this platform is go- (Cheers). I want to tell you that that
to be carried down in Dona Ana Democratic gamecock is going to
ing
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
county unless It contains A POSITIVE clean out the political poultry yard."
M.
N.
U. S. Land OUice at Santa Fe,
DECLARATION IN FAVOR OF THE
There was much laughter and ap'
Department of the Interior,
BLUB BALLOT." There were cheers plause as he took his seat.
September 12, 1911. and the chairman said: "I think so It was then 6:45 p. m. and the conNotice is hereby given that Ambro-d- myself, I think this should be inserted vention took a recess for supper unCano, of Golden, N. M., who on for the good of the people in other til 8 p. m.
Feb. 1, 1907, made homestead, No. counties as well."
McDonald Accepts.
Then there was a hurry and scurry
10616, for N 2 NW 4 Sec 27, S 2
In
the nomination for
13
accepting
N,
section 22, township
SV
about and soon the convention was
Governor of the state of New Meico,
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filedr Informed that the blue ballot and
another item were left out of the copy tendered him yesterday evening by
notice of intention to make final
the
to
claim
to
establish
of the resolutions given the conven- the Democratic state convention, Wilproof,
land above described, before register tion through an accident, but that the liam C. McDonald of Carrizozo deand receiver U. S. land office at Santa two clauses, consisting of twelve type- clared in a speech last night that if
elected he will enforce the laws and
Fe, N. M., on the 19th day of October, written lines could be quickly inserted. J. H. Crist of Rio Arriba county, show no favoritism to any one on ac1911.
Claimant names as witnesses: Jose of the committee of resolutions, moved count of his political belief or for any
'
Mr. McDonald made
B. Cano, Bernardo Cano, Daniel that the resolutions be recommitted other cause.
omis- quite a speech and he proved he Is a
to
.these
committee
have
the
ti
Golden
of
all
Roberto
Armljo,
Wright,
'
sions looked after and this was done. speaker of greater ability than- was
N. M.
generally-believedBlack Makes Light.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Chairman Richardson of the con
It was 5 o'clock, when James S.
Register.
Black, managing editor of the Journal vention appointed a large delegation
and quite familiar with the hall of to bring Mr. McDonald to the hall, aft.
TIME TABLE ALL
representatives, located the buttons er the convention reassembled shortly
LOCAL TRAINS and turned on the lights to the delight after 8 o'clock last night. On this
of every one, several pages having committee were Delegates Waddell of
The following are the time tables failed to do this. After the lights Luna, White of Grant, Martinez of
"
came on the band was asked to play Taos, Sherrod of Colfax, Gallegos of
of the local railroads:
a tune and there were cries of "Dixie" Mora, Chaves of Lincoln, Long of San
"A. T. A 6. F. my."
Then Colonel ' Albright of Albuquer- Miguel, Finley of Chaves, Patton of
Leave
west- que asked the convention to get to Curry, Tlttman of Sierra, Sanchez ot
8.10 a. m. connect with No
work and nominate their governor.
Guadalupe, Saxon of Quay and Butler
bound, No. 10 eastboui.
The chairmajn called Bernalillo of San Juan.
Returning arrive U Bant Fe 12:10 county and a delegate from Bernalillo
As the committee returned with the
- ;'
9.tou
"Bernalillo has no candidate Lincoln county nominee for governor
replied
No.
westwith
4 p. mp connect
and yields to Lincoln." Then the con- the convention repeated the wild
bound. '
vention knew that Mr. McDonald scenes of a few hours before when the
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, :S0 would be nominated.
nomination was . made.
Everybody
p. m.
John A. Haly, of Lincoln county, stood up and yelled, waved flags and
7:20 p. m. eonect with No. 7 and then made the nominating speech
hats, newspapers, handkerchiefs or
westbound; No. 4 and S SMtbound which was brief and plain. He said
anything available.
Sams
Fe
11:11
at
arriv
was
timber
that it was evident there
Returning
When order was finally restored the
fill
in every county in the territory to
9. bl
chairman
said:
D.
ft. Q. fly.
the office of governor but that only
"Gentlemen, It is a great pleasure,
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for sort.
one county could have that honor and
to introduce to you, Hon. WilArrive 3:06 p. m. from' north.
.
it seemed to be the sentiment of the indeed,
liam C. McDonald as the first govershould
New 'sxloo Central Ry.
convention that Mr. McDonald
nor of New Mexico (cheers)," I have
Leave 5:45 p. m., coniects with No. be asked to take It. "He Is the man,"
he continued, "who, after the first of known him for a quarter of a century
S east and 1 south and west
and I do not know anything but GOOD
Arrive 8.18 p. m. with connections the year, will preside in this magnifiof him." (More cheers).
cent
one
No
can
building.
question
from No. 8 east
Mr. McDonald then stepped forward
his Integrity, or doubt, his ability."
Then he mentioned the name of Mr. in front of the speaker's desk end
A Medicine That Gives Confidence.
...
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. McDonald and It was cheered for sev- said:
Mr.
McDonald's
eral
seconds.
8peech.
522
T.
Kansas
No.
Ave.,
Mrs. J. Adams,
I am Indeed grateful
"Gentlemen:
Several of the delegates waved litColumbus, Kas., writes: "For a number "of years my children have been tle flags they carried and many also for this honor you haye conferred upsubject to coughs and colds. I used yelled the number of votes McDonald on rue. I accept it, not because It Is
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and will carry their counties by, (accord- an honor, not for any pecuniary refound that It cured their coughs and ing to their estimates.) One dele- ward I may receive from It, any percolds, so I keep It in the house all the gate said: ; "It takes a genuine, good sonal --gain, but ' the thing which
time." Refuse substitutes. For sale Lcowpuncher to give a yell like that" prompts me most to accept the nomas some voice filled the hall.
ination is this mark of friendship
'
Mr. Fergusson's Speech.
It you want anything on earth V try
and confidence you have for me. (Apr ew Mex'ao Want Ad. .
Finally H. B. Fergusson, "the trib- plause.). I say that alone causes me
une of the people" took the floor and to stand here tonight,
seconded the nomination.
He said In
"As I face this responsibility, I see
LI11B part:
YJOOD'YS
many things crowding y before my
"Chairman and Gentlemen of the mind. Tour interests and the welfare
Convention: I know that you Will of New Mexico are clearly Involved.
Prom
pardon me If I take a few minutes of In
the future let me just
TAOS your time in this day of deserved say discussing
BARRANCA
one or two things so that you
triumph." He then told of the day, may know where I stand. I am not an
Meets Both North South 30
years ago, when be had come out orator and I ask you to bear with me.
- Bounds Trains.
from Alabama and Mr. McDonald from
"I wish to say to you, first of all,
New York, and they were poor boys
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of and sought their future In New Mex- that not one single man in New Mexico has come to me saying 'Will you
the north bound train and arrives at ico.
Taos at 7 p. m.
He then referred to the "selfish ad- do this or that?.' Don't yon know, my
Fosten-Milbur-
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less to ask me that question. (Ap-plause).
Extravagance.
T believe one of the greatest issues
before the American people today is
extravagance. I believe extravagance
is responsible for much of the graft
wherever it exists; for much of this
dishonesty which has been discussed
by those who would remedy it.
"If elected your governor, I can assure you that no man, however poor,
will have to run a gauntlet to find the
governor. (Laughter.)
"The laws will be enforced and
showing no favoritism. No Democrat,
no Republican, no Progressive will
find political faith a, quality to escape
that law. There shall be no interference with private rights and privileges
of man. This I think is of the great
est importance.
"But do not think that I will not
perform my duties as a Democrat. I
was born that way, I suppose, (laughter, but I maintain I am a fair and
reasonable Democrat, recognizing the
rights of every man to have his protection as well as his privileges guaranteed him as a citizen. "I did not
hear all of the resolutions read here
tonight. Later on I shall publish what
may be of interest in regard to this
platform as I view it. I shall do this
so that you will not need have any
doubt as to where I stand.
I will say here that the first
amendment to the constitution should
be one striking out that provision in
regard to the qualification for holding
office.
The Democratic party, my
friends, did not make this enabling act
nor did that party make the constitu- tion of New Mexico, but the Demc- cratic party can and did pave the way
for taking that clause out. (Applause.)
,

.
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der which a Republican President and '
a Republican Congress compelled us
Heel 35 and haw
to place in our Constitution a pro-- ;
orders
delivered.
vision disqualifying all of our citv
zens to hold State office or become
members of the Legislature, who ran- not "read, write, speak and under-- ,
stand the English language vsuffi-- !
ALE, WW CBEHY, LEJStt MM, RON MEW
ciently well to conduct the duties
ot the office without the aid of an
ELCXMK1 FIZZ, COCO COLA,
LtSCTEEQt,
x x
interpreter," and we call the especial
attention of the people to the fact
Genuine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
that this unmerited, discriminaing
and
ilMrtsmfcfrw SANTA FE BOTTLING 70KXS BEMY WO,
provision is in our
Constitution today, and that the ad-- )
fifcre. wafer
Proprietor.
substitute for
option or the Flood
Article 19 provides a simple way to
take out this unjust provision, while
at the same time it guarantees to all
citizens forever the full right of elective franchise, the benefit of the public school system and the enjoyment
or their ancient rights and customs.
In this connection we desire to pro- rounce and declare that the Flood
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
Resolution offers to the people of New
Mexico the most beneficent oppor- tunity to secure a fuller measure ot
ever offered to a free!
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
state and we
people in a sovereign
recommend to and urge upon them to
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
vote the "Blue Ballot" by marking:
THE SOUTHWEST
the cross in the square opposite the
words "For Constitutional Amend-- !
COURSES
ment."
COMMERCIAL, LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
We record our adherence to the
Academic and Preparatory Courses form Separate Departments
doctrine of tariff reform
a tariff graduated to the revenue
Send for Prospectus
Boardinf and Day Students.
needs of government, condemning
the tariff policy and legislation of the
which the
Studies Resumed
Republican party under
BROTHER
masses of the people are being taxed
September 5th.
r the benefit of a few; under which
vast combinations of wealth have ac
"ued, and oppressive monopolies
nave come ,nt0 existence, and under
v'blch even the necessaries of life for
me masses uuve uecome ine piay- - New Mexico
;
thing of speculation and the profit-- I

SOFT DRINKS
32
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
ed
"The West Point of tho Southwest-Rankby United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by War

Department

Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount ot open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAKOON, Pres.
W. O. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLET.

For particulars and Illustrated
address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent
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JT Foot

GET YOUR MONEY'S

style
TO out of a shoe, that shoe WORTH
must give satis-

This means that yeu will get your money's worth
of style and your money's worth of comfort.
You can't misunderstand it. We mean exactly
what we say. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$3.50- -

the Hair Grow Long, Heavy
and Luxuriant and We Can
Quickly Prove It

Makes

$4.00

$4.50 and $5.00

THE SHOE

If You Wish to Double the Beauty of
Your Hair at Once,. Just Get a 25
Cent Bottle and Try This

Without a Pinch
For Ladies we have a variety of snappy lasts in the
new high toe effect with
medium or high heels, but-

Surely try a Danderine Hair Cleanse if you wish
to immediately double the beauty of your hair with
little trouble and at a cost not worth mentioning
just moisten a cloth with a little Danderine and
draw it carefully through your hair, taking one
small strand at a time, this will' cleanse the hair of
dust, dirt or any excessive oil In a few moments
you will be amazed. Your hair will be wavy,
fluffy and abundant and possess an incomparable
softness, lustre and luxuriance, the beauty and
shimmer of true hair health.
l
Besides beautifying the hair, one application of
Danderine dissolves every particle of Dandruff;
cleanses, purifies and invigorates the scalp, forever
(topping Itching and falling hair.
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of
rain and sunshine are to vegetation. :i It goes right
to the roots, invigorates and strengthens them. It's

ton or blucher dull leather,
patent colt, gun metal,
suede or velvet, and can
satisfy the particular shoe

requirements of any and

-

.

exhilarating, stimulating and

of

factory service. The satisfactory service of
every pair of OUR SHOES is guaranteed.

Destroys Dandruff

all women.
U0O--$1.50--S4.-

proper-

ties cause the hair to grow abundantly long, strong
and beautiful. It at once imparts a sparkling brilliancy and velvety softness to the hair, and a few
weeks' use will cause new hair to sprout all over
fritnds, that means something to me the scalp. Use it every day for a shorrtime, after
Ten miles shorter than any other vance of private Interests," and
which
two or three times a week will be sufficient
that the Democratic party and a whole lot to the Democratic to complete
way. Oood severs ftsoks an gsog
whatever growth yoa desire.
a,
no
ter-rare (3X0 round trls. Terr ctoaft nominate for the highest office party has
special Interests sad it
can surely have pretty, soft, lustrous hair,
You
tz'A It ti
mmttmnia men
Kixioo not a poUttdaa but party. It means that the Democratic qd leu of it, if you will just
gets 2J eM bottle of
- ;
Wire C- -. - "r- 1
f
farther, that
s
) KnowltoVs Danderine from aay dn-- J mil or toilet
B- -s
knows
1
that
It
M
directed.
, lzrr$
at . "wi try kas
de-sta-

V "foV Every
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Stops Falling Hair and
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robbery
where they say men have not tlon of
unholy !aw
been permitted to go (applause), and
w favnr th i'rat
f
I do not apprehend any trouble in gothe nomination of all officers wher-in- g
I
anywhere in New Mexico.
ever nractirahle i.nd we
npHnllv
If you elect me to the office of gov- - favor the election of United States
ernor I promise you to try to do my Senators by the direct vote of the
snare to start the government of New people.
i
Mexico right.
We favor the passage of a law by
My friends, I believe we can make our first State Legislature which will
room in this great state for all good provide all necessary school books at
citizens and for some who are not the expense
of the state, free of
to all school children up to
j charge
good citizens. (Laughter.)
"I do not expect to run the whole and Including the eighth grade, under
thing if I m governor, but I do expect "A'Ise regulations and restrictions, and
to know all that is going on in the a uniform system of school books in
sH tne common schools of the state
whole thing, even in the penitentiary.
We ape "V an
(Laughter and a voice, "You're all
right."). Mr. McDonald concluded his Farty-- but as corporations are
at 15 minutes after 9 and was tures of tne state we believe in
time and again by voices, say-- oration regulation by the state under
lust laws. so that the well known
ing: "Go ahead, governor."
corporate tendency to monopoly and
Democratic Platform.
oppression may be justly and bene- We, the Democrats of New Mexico, ficially restrained.
In convention assembled at Santa Fe,'
We believe the corporation commis-publisthe following declaration of sion should be
should
principles in this campaign:
be composed of experienced business
We reaffirm our devotion to the men, and we favor the
enlargement
principles ot our political faith as an- - of the powers and a clearer definition
nounced in our last national and ter- - of the duties of that commission aa'
mortal platforms, believing that their created by our constitution.
execution makes for the highest and We favor a
judiciary
oesi interests or tne people- and will and the amendment of the constitusecure a gevornment of purer Demo- - tion providing for the election of the
cracy a jenersonlan government of members of the Supreme and Dist- equal ngnts to all, special privileges rict Courts at a separate election, so
to none.
that the courts may be removed from
We rejoice with and congratulate political influence as far as possible.
ine peopie on tne nnai attainment. We demand a speedy survey and
of statehood which secures the oppor- of all unsurveyed public
tunity for a measure of home rule lands in our state, to the end that
and
in the conduct settlement and development of the
oi our local anairs.
same may not be retarded and that
We further rejoice and congratu- - the many settlers now located there- late the people as a whole that in the upon may be enabled to procure
crisis of the statehood battle we had titles to their homes, and that the
a Democratic House of Representa- - state may be able to make its selec
Demo- - tions of the lands wanted to It by
tives, true to the
cratic declaration and effort in be- -' the Act of Congress from the whole
nair or statehood that dragged from a of the public domain at as early a
reluctant Republican Senate and Pres- - date as possible.
loent their consent to the Flood
We favor a stringent and operative
Kesoiution, which not only won for us corrupt practice law.
the battle of sixty years but gave us
We favor a fair and honest elec- also this opportunity to secure the tion, a free ballot and an honest
so dear count.
advantages of
to the people of a sovereign state in' We favor the enactment of a well-thi- s
great Union, and we express our defined and effective public road law,
heartfelt gratitude to the Democratic and the expenditure of all moneys col
majority in Congress for securing to lected for such purposes in an intelll
us immediate statehood under the gent and wise manner.
terms of the Flood resolution, all of
We favor the enactment of an ef-which had been denied to us by a Re-- fective drainage law.
We reaffirm or belief In the princl- publican Congress and President for
fifteen years.
P'es of direct legislation as embodied
We further congratulate the pec-- iu the initiative and referendum be- pie that the Flood Resolution repeals,
the provision of the Enabling Act un-- '
(Continued on page seven.)
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A POINTED QUESTION.
Replying to W. J. Bryan's demagogic strictures on our judicial system, President Taft,
in his great
speech on the Supreme Court decision in the Standard Oil Case, challenged Mr. Bryan to cite one specific instance where the Sherman antitrust law should apply and yet does
not.
The President's challenge raised a
mreci issue.
He asserted in terms that the Sher-- !
man law meets all the requirements'
of efficient trust regulation.
Mr. Bryan asserted that it does not.
Mr. Taft asked Mr. Bryan to cite a '
single specific case to support his

r.

.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier..... .25
Dally, per month, by carrier... .75
.85
Daily, per month, by mall......
7.00
Oaiiy, per year, by mail..;

mail..... $2.50

Dally, sis months, by
Weekly, six months

rer year
Weeky, per quarter

:

1.00
2.00

Weekly,

60

.

The New Mexican is the oldest new spa per in New Mexico. It la sent to contention. f
postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
Did' Mm Bryan do it? f Instead, he
,
amooit the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
adopted his usual course'of dishonest
evasion, of charlatanism, of demago
Unable to meet the
gic trickery.
President's argument and.utterly
of the whole matter, he confesses that ignorancei by "a shift pf
jpositign, He gay he will believe the'
President is acting !n good faith aft-!- " '
he has put a trust magnate in the
penitentiary.
This sidestepping by the peerless
pettifogger is clever but it is none the .
less dishonest..
The truth is Mr.
Bryan has never grasped the essentials of the question.
He has a
quick mind, an extraordinary gift of
speech, and a certain dexterity in
debate; but his intellect is of the
most mediocre character.
With few
exceptions he is the most overrated
men of his generation.
Even if Mr. Taft were dishonest,!
and if there were not an honest man
on the supreme bench, .these deplor- able facts should not interfere with
Mr. Bryan's ability to answer a simple
direct question.
And when Mr. Bryan skulks and
crawls behind a false issue that his
GOVERNOR HOLM O, BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
own trickery has' raised, it will strike
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY. the average man that he is about the
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO. last person in the world who should
'
Mr. Taft or anybody else of
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
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How Aboiit That Fire Insurance?

FIRST

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Think About It!

--

SANTA FE, N. M.

AGENTS,

-

SYLVESTRE M1RABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY.
TREASURER
GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
ATTORNEY
B.
ANDREW
INSTRUCTION
PUBLIC
SUPERINTENDENT
OF
.
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
P. ERVIEN, UNION
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT
'"
COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUN
TY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
COUNTY.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
COUNTY.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
BERNALILLO COUNTY.

Santa Fe Planing Mill
Window Frames,
Door Frames,
Dry Run Flooring

Mouldings,
Sash, Doors,

Casings, Base,

Demo-Insurge-

one-hal-

lf

..

.

,

"

-

:
Congress.
"Yet Congress adjourns, the English strike is settled, the Morocco
question is let drift into the tranquil
fields of dip.omacy, and still the signs
and symptoms remain the same where
they do not grow worse.
"What then is the trouble? It seems
as if a child should see, and yet .the
explanations that do not explain continue to fill the financial pages of the
aaiiy press, wnat is tH3 trouDie;
Why, simply this :
"Yon: cannot have the principal men,
or the most conspicuous men,v or the
most noteworthy men, or the most ho- toiious men, in the public life of a na
tion, go about " trying to tear out the
foundations of that country- - without
paying the price.
"You end your neighbors and your
neighbors' neighbors cannot pick ami
send to the great lawmaking offices of
the state and nation the men who
would jend the foundations of the gov
ernment, tear the beams from the
structure, knock out the walls, smash
down the supports and still nave confidence, and have your neighbors
have confidence, that the rool.witt still
stand sound and steady over you!
'

'
head and theirs.
,
r"'
so
"These things at
plain thai
thoe-- 5 often with' frm to
It tscai ta if they fcuct fct r:
-
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Wainscotting,

f

Ceiling,
Custom Work,

We solicit

a liberal share of your patronage.

J.

PALEN, President.

B. READ, Cashier.
F. McKANE,

L. A. HUGHES,

4

guaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.

.

J.

R.

Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures ; also General Cabinet
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work. All work
Estimates cheerfully furnished.

Assistant Cashier.

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

P.M.- HESCH, Jr. & SONv
Phone Black

Plans,
Specifications, Etc.

33166.

The Democratic convention needed
a mentor.
It gravely debated the
"Resolved,
question last ' evening:
that the Roswell Morning News is
the only Democratic daily newspaper
jn New Mexico," thus eliminating in
one. full sweep the Estancia Daily
News and also the Roswell
Daily
Record, the oldest daily of the
cracv. but which has fallen from
grace in the eyes of the rumsoaked
Democracy because it advocates Prohibition at the same time,, that it
,

Demo-accus-

e

.

The Palace Hotel

by sinister design, the provisions presented are utterly inadequate and ineffective.
I will point out a few serious defects.
1. No requirement as to experience,
education or other qualifications on
"'
the part' of commissioners.
The commission
must act much
like a court.
All other states call
for one member who has had regal
training. Accounting or auditing experience shall also be required of one
member. Such a commission should
in fact be appointive.
2. No power over gas and electric
plants or water works. This Is a par
ticular in which such commissioners
are proving of public value and im- portance in other states.
3. Railway companies can appea- lindividuals cannot.
The claim will be made that this
is not true. Read the article 4th, Lack
Real Power in reality only a board
of reference whose opinion is final
when in favor of the corporation, but
not final when against it.
Look at the automatic removal
e
claim operative in favor of the
Pny but not in favor of the individual
They will tell you that this was to
avoid the chance of taking, property
without due process of law. Refer
them to the decisions of the Wiscon- sin Court Railway Co., vs. Railroad
Commission, 116 N. W. Rep. 906;
Munn vs. Illinois, 94 U. .S. 113, and
Railroad Commission Cases, 116 U. S.

William Vaughn, Prop.
One of the Best" Hotels in the West
.

PEONS AT THE POLLS. .
Relative to the election of Francis spreads Jeffersonian principles..' But
co Madero as President of Mexico, as a matter of fact, the Democratic
one of the correspondents says that delegates, that is, most of them, had
"the Madero managers brought out never heard of any of the three
a tremendous peon vote."
dailies.
I
There, is more to compel thought
in this statement than the man who; New Mexico is to the fore. At the'
sent it over the wire dreamed of.
Breat meeting of the Public Lands
What is the "peon vote?" What is Convention in the Auditorium at Den-If one is in a position to ver on Tuesday, at which 11,000.
peon?
those questions, there is no nle eathered to hear President Taft,
need to go further into a discussion a committee of three was appointed
of why Diaz was properly robbed of tn met h President and conduct:
power after he had occupied a highnjm to the stage.
Those appointed
position for something like a third of'were J. Arthur Eddy of Colorado;
so
to babes. These things are
plain a century, rendering his country many
Prince of New Mexico and
that it seems almost wasteful to men valuable services, as well as missing j.'- Bradford
of Utah. So, even though
Messer
tion them. But they even they are
of the biggest opportunities New Mexico was not on the Presi-- '
not all. To them must be added the which were presented to him.
dent's itinerary this time, it received
countless examples and instances that
There is no word in the English recognition, nevertheless, at the Den- have come day by day, month by language which is quite the equivalent Ver visit of the President.
month, with ever increasing force and tc the word peon.
A peon is not al
number, to drive home the lessons. together a slave, as we know the word
Civic virtue personified in
Just look back a few weeks or months But certainly he is a man who has not ' crnor Herbert J. Hagerman, last even- and consider!"
been enabled to enjoy the benefits of ing, announced that the Progressives
a democratic form of government. He' would support the entire Democrat
-t
is a man who has had all his courses ticket. That' was before the Demo- - 307.
'
f
AN UNKNOWN QUANTITY.
out
for
who
has
him;Can
Some
mapped
one.
been'crata
that these elar- anyone
nominated
had
suppose
any
Although in New Mexico for thirty
from rising from his lowly people's nasty disposition makes them ing defects, the utter inadequacy of
years, W. C. McDonald, the Democrat prevented
condition as the servant of those who blind to their own folly.
the act escaped the attention of the
ic nominee for governor, is practically
nave been vested with special advanrailroad officials or their- - legal repreunknown outside of a very small circle of intimate friends and political tages by the legislature and the
The Democratic nominee for gov- sentatives in the constitutional conCOUrtS.
ol vention.
ernor has been and is the
associates. He is an unknown quanAs the serf is in Russia, so the peon o Klcr nnrnnraflnn and nnemploye
Provision for the greater part as to
lnerltall
tity and this is hardly a time for is in Mexico-exc- ept
that the peon's
the board should he the subject of leg-New Mexico to experiment with unat
that. Nuff sed.
rporation
lot is probably the more hopeless.
islative enactment and We can never
certainties. It is true, Mr. McDonald
The mere fact that there are peons
tMm rniior MA have an adequate commission until
T1,a)
served a term in the legislative house
In Mexico is a complete justification
.
anflnln. lint the constitution is amended and in
but that was as far back as the twenty-nintof the actions of those Mexicans who
perhaps we can see a reason why
legislative assembly. He is a put an end to the Diaz rule. If there came near being wrecked by the this
some might want the constitution hard
native of New York and is 53 years were
"Little Blue Ballot."
to amend.
any class of Mexicans who were
old.
He was educated in the public
Truly, with the constitution as it
schools of his native state and was Incapable of learning to play their
How beautifully Prohibition and
as citizens, this statement would
stands, the people are hog tied for
brought up on a farm until he entered part
the
,.
were
Local
by
ignored
Option
not be true; but the Mexican "peons'
ninety-nin- e
years and then some.
Cazenovia Seminary.
He taught
lacked nothing but humane treat Democratic State Convention!
The Blue Ballot offers the only
three years, took up the study of law, have
ment and fair opportunities.
chance of cutting the Jqot,
and in 1880 hied westward to Fort
The statement that the Madero "Even SantalFe's fine Italian ellu provides lor government of the
and
was
lured
thence
Scott, Kansas,
managers "brought out a tremendous mate has gone back on the Democrats people, and for the people, not by
to White Oaks, Lincoln county,
by
vote" savors of that political vt and the Insurgents.
their servants alone, but by the peo
the mining excitement.
There he en- peon
ciousneSs which is met on every hand.
?
.
pie themselves.
gaged in civil engineering for ten There are
political managers In the WANTS RUBBER CONSTITUTION.
years.,. In 1890. he became manager United
States who ."bring out a treSAN DIEGO EXPOSITION
of the Carrizozo Cattle Company, ownmendous peon vote," too. But there
rom rata One.)
CHANGES ITS SITE.
ed by an English syndicate, and which
(Continued
has gradually absorbed other outfits is this difference that in Mexico the
vote may fairly be believed to
in that part of New Mexico,.
For the peon
tbe said article shall be thereby Ocean Traffic Expansion. aWill Follow
have: been voluntary.' It was for the of,
amended accordingly."
Completion of Panama Canal-T- rip
past few months he has been chair- peon in Mexico
war
that
the
recent
AimafAmt1n tfco TlAAnlo Stm miTI TIA
to Valparaiso.
t
man of the Democratic
Territorial was
It is the task of jw ping tent t0 declde the fundamntal prin- Central Committee.
This is the man, cut waged
" '
the word peon from the national
of government by bare majority
(By Franclsc John Dyer.)
the Democrats bring forward as their
which h engaging the ciples
tfle ecUnlml proceaSe8 provided
best selection for the governorship of vocabulary
tnougnt or every patriotic and humane, hrr th. nr,atittinn: - tnn'Mtnreil to the amiroval
of r th Run TV en1 TCxnnNew Mexico.
'
r t;
Movlan ntoTr
yrTi'T"-..be submitted to a like Judgment. No sitiotf plans by Congrefetf hs Indicated
There Is much that Is alike ix( he THE f REPUBLICANS AND GOOD one can know what .the years may by the action of the House in passing
authorising and re bring forth. What changes time and thej 'resolution
platforms of the Republicans,: the :
ROADS.
. ,- our questing the uresident to1 invite the
will
in
xnerlencfi
necessitate
Democrats and the
Progres
The Republican platform declares constitution and on this eround alone countries of
a
to Dartici- sive League.
They all declare for for
good roads.
B,ut Republican ac- - jt js essential to the welfare of New pate in the great celebration over the
efficient government, for honest offis not confined merely to plat- - Mexico that this constitution be made opening of the Panama' caanl, the
icials and against corrupt practices. tivtty
declaraUons.
.The Republicans more
tunes of he big falrhave taken on
'amendable.
In a few respects the platforms, howhave been building good roads. Thej But easily
an impetus which even
with
deal
we
need
not
only
Reare
The
ever,
widely divergent.
candidate for governor is generalities. There are Berlous de- - eral Collier, its most enthusiastic sup-r- .
'
infor
publican platform,
instance,
He was the)tect8 ln the constitution which should porter, did not at first think would be
good roads builder.
sists cn protection to American In first
:
to utilize convict labor on the
dustries,, especially such industries as construction of mountain roads - and pe Bpeedily corrected, and these neces- ' possible.
This is indicated by Ovei action of
of the "Blue
eiyeg caU for tne 8UCcess
that of wool production. . The Demo scenic
the directors in alteriag5 the location
crats declare for a tariff for revenue he builthighways, but even before that Baiiot
roads
the
Jn
good
e
Mogollons.
the site for the exposition in
senators
and repre-'o- f
0f
Tne
number
that
the
only, and
Progressives say
Democratic administration never Bentatives is fixed at an absolute fig-- boa Park, San Diego, in order to
while protection is all right, Schedule
of such a thing as good roads. ure Tne
K is all wrong.
compensation of members vide more room. The new site will
The Progressive
after
They were too busy
flxed Tne number of Judges is fix--; cover 167 acres of ground, and it is
plank is a straddle, the other two are boodle and the offices.looking
ed at tne smali number of three and so situated as to penWt of; expansion
direct and to the point, and the voter It was the
over 350 acres of ground if that should
Republican legislatures cannot be changed for ten years.
has no difficulty in making his choice. who
placed good roads laws on the! Now as New Mexico conies into her become necessary. The scope of the
That one plank is characteristic of
books, who provided ior El; own. as th atar of statehood in the exposition has been growing very
the attitude of the three conventions. statujp
Camino Real, the Scenic Highway, sunshine State attracts the thousands rapidly, aid it Is, certain that the
The New Mexican ' is willing to
Good Roads Commission and made to botveB witWn her border it is like- a
international expo-rest the case of the Republican party the
systematic effort to place . New ly that thtse .numbers will prove
will be oneVot theUnost unique,
with the people of New Mexico on Mexico
in line with modern ideas on
and yft though amendments and also one of the biggest ever held
that issue.
road building.
Their platform, makes adequate
were practiraily unopposed under the i this country. It will be only
that they will continue this present
would ond. it seems now, to thT8-xposi-- t
requirer'nts, they
The New Mexican has scanned dili'
tlon which will be held inrflan Fran-fall
probably
intergently the hotel registers and
Macauley, in the opening page
de- - c'co at the same time, and every
f
convention
Th
8te
Republican
viewed leading Progressives, but .has
his description of the difficulty o' c!ared for tne
and sepa- - fort will be made tonrtfass the San
independence
been unable to secure, the names, of traveling-JEngland in 1865? remarks ration 0 tni Jjuatclary from politics. Francisco show, in reaK vital 'human
a dozen Progressive delegates from mat
.
vevery improvement or the meaas Tnere ,g Juat one way to accomplish interests
i;
$
conven
the outside to the state-wid- e
benefits mankind morfcfe this
I An Expoiltlen
Wr ftn Independent non- hip. f
provide
tion of the League. No wonder, the ly lomottpn
and intellectually as well as ma cartisan ticket voted on at a separate
In connection and
with
leading speaker declared last night, terially; and not only facilitates the
election.
And you. can't have this the Chambers of Comjtnerce of Los
that the time was too short to launch interchange
of the various 'produc- without
'
amending the constitution. Angeies ana San Dlego;'lB ranama-Th- o
a third party and that he would there tions of nature and
art, but tends to
fiiittps laid anon the state eauat California international exposition will
fore support the entire. Democratic remove national and
provincial, anti- ization board should properly, belong equip the
"slate." "Slate" is a good word and
and to bind together-a- lj
the tQ a tax commisslon. And you can'r tlon Ship for an excursion to Pan
patnies
will hardly appeal to the voter who
vi nuvuo vs. vug 5icai uumau (aiuij4
have It without amendment. (Initla- ma and back. This excursion will be
is on the fence.
Henry Clay had the same thought Hvo ajl, rA.anmllnm.)
.. held in the latter, part of January,
iu wiuu wnen ue urgea 10 compieuou
demonstrated the 1912, Already business flrma are
ha
Experience
Felix Martinez of El Paso, Texas, it the national road over the AlleghendegiraDlHty ,j,a efficacy of a coramls- signing up for exhibit space on the
now appears Is the real boss behind
Jslon In" dealing with .corporations and snip ana prospective passengers are
the Democratic bosses. The Demo'rublic uHIitiefc' i The plan has been booking passage. The ship' Will touch
cratic nominees for lieutenant goverIt was a happy thought on part of practically . accept r as im essential at sixteen ports Qri.th. west coast, be- nor and secretary of state, are his the promoters to advertise BOHaio
u is
part of the modern macninery ot gov tween Ban Diego awri
. possible
that the cr
creatures, and are both associated In Jones una his talk on wild Animal as ernment ? ;
constltHUon deals tended to Valperal- running Felix Martinez's La Voz del the attraction at 'he Progressive
&
Ardcto 3
Pueblo at a Vegas. Oh, ye, Pro- - nteetinc last evening.
i Steamships Prom
if .tr?
TfcS to an with the
a

i
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WITH PRIVATE BATH

CuUine and
Table Service

Large Sample

Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

-

j

Under the forces that buili ap,,sym-bolize- d
by the Republican party, or
under the forces that tear down, as
fusymbolized by the
sion? Are not the fo' low in 3 woras
of the Chicago Into' Ocean applicable
at this very moment in New Mexico?
"The prices of bonds and stocks do
not make or unmake a nation's welfare. They are merely symptoms or
signs of that welfare. But as symptoms or signs they are sure and ex; ;
act.
i :,
"It is for these reasons that every
man, with ten thousand or ten hundred thousand dollars to his name, has
fixed his eyes for the last few days
on the market, lists of his morning
newspaper and has observed with
keen attention the downward course
of investment securities. "
"This downward course has been
a steady rather than precipitous, but it
has gone on until securities that yielded five per cent have gone' to a six
per cent basis, six per cent securities
have been obtainable on a basis of sevf
en or seven and
per cent return, and some stocks that formerly
per
paid seven or seven and one-hacent to investors have been purchasable at prices that would yield, at
present dividend rates, eight or even
nine per cent interest. And yet purchasers are reluctant and the banks
are filled with idle money.
"Why is this? The United States
long ago passed out the seven, eight
. or nine per cent period of its develop-- meat. Why then are the banks bursting with idle money while investment
securities seek purchasers on the basis of these flattering returns?
"Many answers are given by men
'
who are supposed to know or ought
to know. It's the danger of war in
Europe. It's the fear of a general
strike in Europe. It's the prospect of
a railway strike in the United States.
It's this or that decision of the inter
state commerce commission. It's the
wool bill. It's the cotton tariff. It's

'

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

"

SHALL NEW MEXICO PROSPER?
The issue is up to the people, and
they will decide on November 7.
Against the party of progressive construction, of protection, of safe and
sane government, are arrayed the revolutionary forces that seek to tear
down. Under which .is New Mexico
most likely to gain capital, population?

ng

money-transmitti-

i

political dishonesty.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange ..and makes .telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of Jhe civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by . any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking
OFFICERS.
-

GENERAL

:

;

BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

ever;

THE TICKET.

NATIONAL
OF; SANTA FE

THE MOULTON - ESPE COMPANY

J

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

M.
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WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an I phone.
..

' FTCB SAMPLE ROOM,

corn-som-

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN
:

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY .

' Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant
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G. LUPE

great deal of interest in' the opening WANT
of the canal, and in the holding ot
the expositions
to celebrate that

TO LOCATE

222 San Francisco Street

ARTHUR

HERRERA,

Prop

S. NORQU1ST.

event.
Mills by
Appeal Made to Governor
The great North German Lloyd, op- - Miss Rose Moudry of Lincoln,
Nebraska.
erating monster ships and threading
the Daths of commerce In everv kph.
"
will run a line direct from Europe1
Lincoln, Neb., Oct. J,1 1911.
to San Diego, and thence to aan Governor of New Mexico. - .
Dear Sir Will you kindly help me
Francisco, during the progress of the
a
International Ex- - locate Mr. Arthur S. Marquist, a
The plans for this new line eling hardware salesman. Last heard
are not yet fully worked out, but in Iom him he was living some place in
a short time the company will oe able New Mexico. Any information in re-t- o
make public announcement of its Kard to him will be greatly
by M,ss Rose Moudry, 744 . 9th
This means, of course, a
great impetus in the travel to the Pa- - 8t- - Lincoln, Nebraska. ,
clfic coast, for much of the . tourist
.
traffic now going to New York will PROFITABLE TRUCK GROWING
be diverted to the western coast direct ,
cam
siamv
while tourists will find the direct
,
rt .
J?
age an inducement to see the wonders
Tegt
bring large prof.
of the
first Instead ef
18
coming to the Atlantic .coasnd o
"
Itractn8
slbly gettlrig no further west than
parts of tne country to Southwest
I
Hoboken
i pexaa, where crops , are i harvested
-

'

T

Fanama-Californi-

trav-posltio-

appreci-intention-

atd

v

,

attraata

voHii.

ri

'

tf";
K'iJf"; t!Jw!'

greatest

nr

s.

S--

t. pj,.-

Lhi'

:fn"T"0,mot

attractive
or less vaguely, a great v steamship
fft"ner' "uoce"
line already operating between' the ' fnmenB
?aJ"lalso at other points
Pacific and Atlantic
8tat; ' 1)nrlnK tt P8
Tehuantepec railway has announced
which is almost in the
that it will enlarge its facilities, putlMHfm 9
the state, shipped out 150
on new and modern ships, and enter cnter
" ninas oi vegetables, besides
the passenger carrying field
This company is the American Ha- canning a large quantity. Some
reported net profits of $250 to
waiian Steamship Company, which is
fct ct t
now operating eighteen ships with a 300 per acre.
carrying capacity of 1,500,000 tons pf
freight a year. This means that the RAIri CHANGE8 COLOR
company could .now. carra tho entlr
80UTHA8TERN PRAIRIES.
annual crop of 50,000 carloads of orBig Springs. Texas, Oct. 5. Texas
anges and lemons raised In California. praMeff whlclT appear brfiwa and
But with the new 10,000. .ton ships, dried out are changed In few! hours
making eleven knots an houfyittie Sdae by, one, or 'two sh6wersl into
company will be able to give a three
of beautiful "green ' grais. It
days' service and it will enter the takes" very little rain to revive the
field of fruit dispatch witn a refrig- pasturage. During: the past season.
erator equipment adequate for the Texas has been fortunate In having;
purpose, reopie wno want 10 see me unicini - rainiaii to put moisture
greatest, engineering, feat of jnodern into the, ground that cattle raisers
times can take the ships of this line have no fear about being able to cap
and go through the cswtfctheir sell
their herds through' ' the - winter-calm- ,
.
tropic seas to tha very gates safely.
'.'
of the exposition, going afterward to,
;
'
the other exposition ln Sstfncisco Nw MEXICO POST. ;:r'
and ending theU tojv Innolttfti. ; v
;
OFFICES ESTABLISHED.
Tt
New postofflces have Men establish.
,Enth",h;
Colonel D. Q. Coler.
;
dlreotor genr - 'e4 as followi- -'
?
al of the Panamaftlifornla Interna,
oreenleld. Chaves county :,New.
' "! MT
"S
director otthoTsuth, u
e soutneast, with wuaam b. .
era Commercial Congress, are.meetini Linton as Dostmaateir
'
.
Withigreat entfausjasnv in their tour Vado; Dons; Ana. county, NOr Mex
of th south fl6. kwaken interest In ico to be served from
Beriao, fonr
the
Convention at Memphis, miles
southeast, with Florence A.
on October 9th. The BouMUms discov- Hutchins
as postmistress.
ered that it win be a great : thing 't
Fort LowelL Pima Conner, Arisona,
induce persons visiting the expositions to be served
special from Tucson, six.
in California to go via the southern and one-ha-lf
miles southwest,' with
route, thereby seeing what inost per Ignncia Mule, as postmaster.
sons have heard of but few have seen
the beauties Of the SoiUlao. ansj
Voh
tsXartAx - errtertlsev
the jprofitaWs opening. wkPVrrt. the Ar$
rnnantlc associations cf t air ic!
coastaf-;Tia,the!-
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UNITED STATES" BANK
C

TRUST CO.

&

APIliit j S50,000 06

- A.' Ci Probert,

a General Banting Business

Does

-

E

H. F. STEPHENS.
President
W. E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Csshier

lAUGHLIN,

Ctihier.

3i
Established

s--

1854.

1903.

Incorporated

j

dty.V

;in

O.; A.

OF

Men's &:: Bays' Caps,
Automobile Gaps in Cloth and Leathter,
!
With or Without Goggles.

,.,

$Madri? southern

bargains

SELUM

BROS

UUIIII fill

I

Phone 36

P. 0. Box, 219.

1

I

j

J. BEST,
-

CLOSE-I-

LOTS ON THE" MARKET.
BUY BEF6RE ITS TOO LATE.
--

--

.

;

I

19

San Francisco St.,

Santa Fe,

:

hue

s.

and

Steel-C-

These are our selections, and if you look them
over you will find there is a big difference.

ed

ut

COFFEE, 30c LB.

SIDE LIGHTS.

No better guarantee to
offer than money back if
not satisfactory when you

Have Cold Feet.
Many were the comments made by
delegates on the condition of Don
Caspar avenue which now is presenting a Venetian canal appearance and
causing many of the delegates to
catch cold, lose their voice and be
unable to make speeches, all on ac
count of wet feet. One sarcastic dele-- i
gate said he wished to know the name
of the engineer who had laia out the
street higher than the sidewalks.

W. N. TOWNSEND
THE MASTER TAILORS.

at the Parlor Market.

deal

WM. D. ARRIGHI

In Our Immense New Windows

PROPRIETOR.

You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHEN.
Parlor and Dining Room Sets, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

THE TIME TO BUY

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rival anything of the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

HOT WATER BOTTLES
Is now. We hare

just received
alargelinedirect from factory,
thereby insuring fresh goods.

THE

Can't

GCt

Jjudge.

XX

GO.

Where Prices are
LOWEST

Colfax, Taos and " Union count
delegates have been caucusing since
iasi evening in tne vain effort to find
some one willing to run, or as
the;
English say, to stand, for district
judge ana district attorney. Colfax
county had hoped ; to nominate John
W. Morrow of Raton, for attorney
general and after he was
by the bosses, to name him for district judge, but Mr. Morrow is a
gentleman of some, discretion and declined.

i!

. The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any Arti-cle That You Might Be Interested In--.
i!
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
i!' and we can show you. Our stock is complete In all details
i!

htaueH.

w

15th for' ' the Fishing
Season
May
EOpn
'
'
.
i
'

r

;e

:

,,i
Best of Food;;'- ' " Best of Beds
"
. Cold Pure Spring Water
j
No Invalids
$15 a Week
- - '."I.
.""--.- .'
Pecos and Mora Rivers.' Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks'
!i'J
Write Pecos
. TeTefrapfc Gloriefa
.

'

DOLE'S

.

"

- :r

Pine Apple Juice

The Most Delicious of Drinks, Pal-- ',
stable and Refreshing. ' A De--'
cided Aid to Digestion.

,

JUST

A FEW OF THOSE
EXTIA FANCY

-

i,
ClDerta
PeaCheS t0
,

LEFT.

;1UUIGAN

& RISING,

;fWSJSssS"

Welch's Grape Juice

'

Dty and NifW Phone.

y;

Phone, 130

m-

-

fi.

led.

Receipts,

415,000.

H.

s.

KftimiE

mm ON:THE

a co.

guarantee each and every Bot
tie we sell to last one year.

BUTT BROS. CO.,J
Always

Reliable

DRUGGISTS

I ADOLPH

sfl

n.

'
i-gthit

X

X

X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Carriage

BIGGEST BARQAIN
is
This must go NOW and
ever offered in Irrigated Lands.
80 acres all under ditch and exceptionally good fence.

& Automobile

!

PAINTING

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
305 Sail Francisco

HOUSE,

fruit trees,
wells, chicken house, 300
TOO
LATE.
40 acres in alfalfa. Ask about it before
three-year-o- ld

SIGN PAINTING
' Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

GOOD

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Phone Black No. 52

Street; v

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

J. P. Steed
Market

& Son

Man Tailored to -

.

--

--

Your-Measur-

e

SUITS, GOATS AND SKIRTS
Customers and Friends are
invited to inspect our

FOR WOMEN and MISSES.

:

cor-dial-

ly

PORTFOLIO OF FASHIONS
Guaranteed
JULIUS H. GERDES.

Satisfaction

IN STYLE, QUALITY AND FIT

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
Lis-h- t

r

?

by having right wherg you
using It. It saves on your light bill and SAVES THE EVES. Our display rooms are open for your
and we hve the finest line nf PeAdlnv inH f Hne I
.vcsii M accii anjwucrc, anu wc win sen tnem
Miuiy
ngni. uci away irvm
th$sz lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum .light, and better looking than anything you can get.

.'

X

THE

:

n

X X

Phone, led Mi. Night Phone,Red 58.

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the
o
Ym pay tor;
are
It
inr-'JCtio-

CO.
W

X

-

r(

K

im- -

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

KKSSXXXXXSXSXXB

steady. Light, $6.1006.75; mixed,
CARPENTERS
$5.956.80; heavy, $5.80 6.75; rough,
AND CABINET MAKERS.
$5.80 6.05; good to shoioe, heavy,
$6.066.75; pigs , $4.2606.25; bulk,
$6.166.65.
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
Receipts 20,000. Market
Sheep
SIGN PARTING NEATLY DONE
steady to shade higher. Natives 2.40
4.15; western $2.764.25; yearlings
$J.754.50; Iambs, native $4.256.15; All Work Guaranteed.
Phone, led IIS
westera$4.506.30. :v:n iv ,v

LAiflP-IT- S

X

K

on every article in our store at
mensely reduced prices.

V'

108. Palace. Avenue

T

Hogs

We

Market

southern steers, $3.8$5.25;
southern cows, heifers, $2.754.25;
native cows, heifers, ' $2.607.00;
Btdokers, feeders,
3.505.90;
bulls,
3.254.B0; calves, $4.007.60; westerns steers, $4.007.00; western cows
.....
2.754.75.
Hogs Receipts,
8,000.
Market
steady,
$6.206.40; heavy, $6.20
ui,
6.40; packers, butchers,
$6.206.45;
light, $6.106.40; pigs, $4.006.00.
Sheep Receipts,
6,000.
Market
strong. Muttons, '.SEilO; lambs,
$4.756.10; range wethers, yearlings,
$3.554.75; range ewes, $2.504.00.
Chicago, Oct. Seattle Receipts,
6,000.
Market slow, Beeves, $4.70
8 35; Texans, $4.2006.00;
westerns.
,?.uB'e.Bu; stocKers,; feeders, $3.25
heifers. $10006.15; calves

SPECIAL SALE

:

Native steers, $5.20

8.00;

Pure Hawaiian

j

southerns.

12000

weak to steady.

. SAFE QUALITY.

(Old' Sparks; Ranch)

"j
't"i

Louis, Oct. 5. Wool active.
Territory western mediums, 1720;
fine mediums, 1719; fine, 1115.
Livestock
Kansas City, Oct. 5. Cattle-7,0-00

Flour, Hay and Grain,

THE VAUGHAN RANCH

Wool.:

St.

including

if

"

MARKET REPORT

Groceries

C. YONTZ,

of Next Week

A

FOR

Staple&Fancy

XX

X X X X X X

'

i

a

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

side-tracke- d

Beautiful Hand - Painted China

AKERS-WAGNE-

-

'

NOTHING BETTER.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut

Darkness on Deliberations.
Throughout the day's session it was
so dark in the Capitol that the elec
tric ugnts had to he turned on. The
hall had the appearance of an allnight session and the delegates, tired
irom tnree days' work, looked
as
though they had been up all night.
.!

V

CO.

&

LAUQHLIN BLOCK,
214 Don Gasper Avenue.

Leak In Hall.
Even the convention hall was unable to withstand the flood and short
ly before noon a leak was sprung and
the water dripped slowly in front of
the Bernalillo county delegation.

N. M.

Phone, Red 189.

$2.50 to $5.00

d

'Gas-Roast-

j

O. C. WATSON & CO.
1

af . r

WEEK

Children's Coats

-

comfortable, .look wise and we will do
the rest. Ewer's "Ten Nights in a
Bar Room."
Next Saturday.

IMAViINII HBAMn Pll I B V.ait
years knows is Best. Safest. Alvavs Keliabk.
5UID BY DKUuulSTS EVERYWHERE

THIS

Lamb

Fresh-Dresse-

ana Uold menUlcYV
in Kr
boxes, sealed with Bin Ribbon.
'
V
.4 her. H
AikforCITllfES-TER-

RESIDENCE

N.

Veal and

.

s ma

'

Ladies! Cloaks
$8 .50-t- o
$35.00

-

.

SPECIAL

OUR

CITY

j

CONVENTION

ate

the City.

Pork,
Mutton,

j

MBujBrmaiA

T

up-to-d-

Beef,

.Larrazolo returned this after

jester
tfg

and Manhattan Avenue.

Don Gasper

Because we have the real
Stock of

Parlor Market
and Grocery

!

noon for a trip of several days to San
ta Fe on business. Las Vegas Optic.
L. Bradford Prince re
turned this noon from Denver where
he attended the Public Lands Conven
tion.
Daniel A. McPherson of the Albu
querque Morning Journal, spent sever
al hours in the capital yesterday afternoon. '.'
A. B. Stroup, Republican candidate
for, superintendent of public instruc
tion. Came up from Albuquerque this
forenoon. '. ";
A. R. Stroup, who had been visiting
his brother, A. B. Stroup at Albuquer
que, left last evening for the Panama
Canal, where he is employed as en
'
gineer,
Sheriff J. M. Casaus of Santa Rosa,
and County Commissioner W. P. Mor
rison of Cuervo are in the capital from
Guadalupe county.
Attorney Modesto C. Ortiz, Sheriff
JesuS Romero and Policarpio Armijo,
were part of the Progressive delegation that came up from Albuquerque
yesterday.
Ellas Garcia' of this city has returned from Alamosa, Colo., where he
spent the summer. He is a Republican
and came to stay until after election
to cast his vote.
B. W. Headley, Claim Agent of the
.

Phone 49 Main

KANSAS

.

In All Lines.

Phone 49 Main

Denver and Rio Grande Raiiroad;
with, headquarters at Denver, arrived
yesterday afternoon on the Denver &
Rio Grande train and" visited W. D.
Shea, district passenger and freight
.
agent ,
Charles Cv Catron who was expected
home from Taos 'last evening In his
'
automobile, failed to show up in time
for the hearing of a case in court this
forenoon. It is believed that the bad
roads made worse by the downpour of
CORN-FE- D
rain, are responsible for his delay.
Rev. O. P. Miles, D. D., pastor of'
the Baptist church at Las' Vegas, is
He said
attending the convention.
today that he is not a politician but!
that he has been in the state only aj
short time and expects to make it his
home.
He attended the Republican
state convention at Las Vegas last j
week and was so much Interested that
he determined to come to Santa Fej
Home-Mad- e
to see the Democratic State Conven-- j
Sausage,
tion at work, and- to gauge its per-- !
sonnel and sentiments.
Blue Point Oysters, Fish
and
POULTRY
If you want to laugh visit the
gentleman who sells tickets early and FRUITS
VEGETABLES
get yourself a good seat. Occupy it
the night of the show. Sit thee down
Forbes Quality

,

Call and See Us.

WHY?

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Em-

Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.

ness. Las Vegas Optic.
Miss Lena Ortiz left last night for
Albuquerque where she has accepted
a position. Estancia News.

New Fall and Winter Goods just received,
every, respect.
"snappy arid

Phone, 152 Red.

AMADO

Silk D. M. C.

Sure We Are Busy !

broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet

evening's train.
Deputy, Traveling Auditor R. C.
Rankin of Las Vegas, arrived in San
ta Fe yesterday.
Mounted Policeman A. A. Sena left
this afternoon for Santa Fe on busi-

e

ALSO FiNlEWStSSORTMENT

Wash Embroidery,

BREAD AND CAKE

Dally. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Confectionery. Fruits and Groceries
FreshCreamPuffs Wednesday & Saturday

FOR FINE

ALSO HANDLES

Santa Fe county, was in the capital
yesterday.
Dr, F. H. H. Roberts of the Normal
University at Las Vegas, is a visitor
in Santa Fe.
Dr. Herbert H. Johnson of the Pueblo of Taos, was an arrival on last

Suits,
Silk Waists, Skirts, Etc.
up-t6-date-

'of

JR." T. Hynd

LADIE S'
Coats,Wraps,Tailor-Mad-

..

FRESH

MILLINERY

here

Is

Judge E. V. Long of Lag Vegas, a
Democratic veteran, is in town.
G; P. Leonard, an Albuquerque busi
nessman, was in town last evening.
A. Staab has been
visiting in Albuquerque and Las Vegas this week.
W. P. Metcalf Socialist nominee for
corporation
is
in
commissioner,
town.
- Cattle Inspector E. E. Van Horn
came up' from Albuquerque last even....
..
ing. .
Mrs.. M.
Stevenson at ih& Bureau
of "Ethnology, spent yesterday in the

Your Patronage Solicited
1.

HEADQUARTERS

the Taos banker,' Is

in the city.
Contractor John A. Laughlin
from Trinidad, Colorado.

PLAZA BAKERY

MISS A. MUGLER

PERSONAL MENTIBH
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Louis Bockv
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Pacific

Railway

GENERAL
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10 00
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Oapuilo
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Thompson
Cunningham ..
....Clifton House N.M
Ar
Katon, J. M. ...
.LiV
Raton. N.M
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SPreston
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(Read Up)
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Kumaldo
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7 30
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Too Weak to Nominate Their
Own Ticket They Go Over
to Democrats

NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sept, 1st
Mile

19

OLD MEETING

Company i

OFFICES-RAT- ON

(Rend Down)

PUR

E

1

ON

WILD

ANIMALS

Hagerman Declares He Warned
the Party and It Would Not
Obey Him.

30

10 15
9 49;
9 32
8 55

-.

a

TICKETS

5HIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe

1

J&Xi

ko, Arizona, Mexico and to tb Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL, to Torrance,

EAST
OR

ROUTE

WEST

Fee

rates and full informatioa address

EUGENE FOX,

f. p. Agent,
El Paso Texas.

a- -

Hotel Arrivals.

DEMOCRATIC

i

n

STATE CONVENTION!
SANTA FE.

j

For the above occasion the

i

DENVER & RIO GRANDE

i

will protect one fare for the round trip

FROM
STATIONS ON ITS LINES IN NEW MEXICO.

ALL

TO
SANTA FE, N. M.

State.
We charge that the platform of that
Convention, which proclaims for the
iff
SFI.IJNfi rATFs -Prnm -Artec nnrl Pirmimrfnn
oti- r
purity of the ballot, the free expres
CAirfamk..
.......... mtA I nmK.rtnn
...... f.hamo
fpmfvir Q anA -341., frAm
sion
of popular will, opposition to ma
H""""-'""I
'
1
sj 30 and October ; from Embudo and Espanola, October 1 and 2. $ chine politics and progressive legis
lation, and declarations lacking in
RETURN LIMIT, OCTOBER 8.
are
presincerity,
hypocritical
tensions to deceive the voter, as
shown by the fact that during the
many years the coterie who have controlled the policy of the Republican
ANNUAL HOLIDAY
party in New Mexico, have made no
effort to bring about the reforms they
are now promising.
The Constitution of this state is
made more difficult of amendment
than that of any other state in the
1911
Oct.
Union.
Excepting the articles on
elective franchise and education we
are In favor of making the constitution more easily amended.
We therefore, favor the adoption of the amendment to it provided for by the Blue
" Birdmen " of International Repute will thiill the crowd
Ballot, to the end that the people
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13
may, when they see proper, amend
the same In the manner desired by
" DURHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
them; and we' favor an early amend
"
be raced
Bull Durham Day, Friday, Oct
ment to the Constitution
for the
This stake was given by the BLACK- purpose of eliminating therefrom Sec
WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.
tion 5 of Article 21, containing certain
for members of the
disqualifications
BASEBALL EVERY DAY
EXCITING HORSE RACES
Legislature and State offioials.
We favor a new jury law that will
not permit juries to be packed by po
Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
litical favorites, or for special pur
Instructive Departments

rv n

;
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Joe F. Souther, Taos.
Harold Brook, Taos.
George C. Manly, Denver.
Charles T. Martin, Boston.
Mrs. F. K. Porter, Leadvllle.
Mrs. Walter W. Davis, Leadvllle.
W. M. Davis, Leadville.
B. W. Headley, Denver.
M. C. Ortiz, Albuquerque.
Jesus Romero, Albuquerque.
Policarpio Armijo, Albuquerque.
T. A. Gurule, Albuquerque.
F. L. Edminster, Alamosa.
A. M. Patten, Denver.
Thomas Keehn, Denver.
H. S. Foreman, City.
J. Gordon Smith, Wagon Mound.
Dennis Chavez, Albuquerque.
R. C. Rankin, Las Vegas.
C. D. Kirkpatrick, Kansas City.
E. S. Didey, St. Paul.
A. C. Voorhees, Raton.
F. F. McAuliffe, Raton.
A. R. Steiner, Kansas City.
Charles F. Lambert, Cimarron.
J. M. Foster, Safford.
Frank H. H. Roberts, Las Vegas.
J. B. Burg, Albuquerque.
H. W. Lotz, Albuquerque.
George Armijo, City.
Colin Neblett, Silver City.
Coronado.
J. M. Casaus, Santa Rosa.
L. P. Morrison, Cuervo.
J. A. Nelson and wife, Silver City.
Ascencion Chavez, Venado.
Antonio Chavez, Venado.
A. A. Sena, Las Vegas.
J. M. Kiniiewell, Denver.
Jose I. Garcia, Las Vegas.
M. Vigil. Las Cruces.
Miguel Trujillo Ledoux.
Jose T. Martinez, Ledoux.
Antonio Lopez, Jarales.
Montezuma.
F. W. Campbell, Belen.
A. O. Wright, Louisville.

Hall, Trinidad.
A. French, El Paso.
Phillips, Truchas.
Stephenson, Denver.

S. C.

James
B. S.

F.

C.

,

H. J. Cunningham, City.
J. M. Foster, Safford, Ariz.
W. C. Oestreich, Albuquerque.
C. J. Jones, Onava.

ro

Plays

Manager M. A. Stanton of the Elks
Theater has secured for October
sixth the appearance here of
Klaw '& Erlanger's New York success of Alaskan life, "The Barrier
which is now making its first transcontinental tour through the chief
cities of the West.
The book is to be found in every
home, and no story of Alaskan life
has ever made such a truthful and
realistic stage offering before.

Players
The company is an expensive and
talented one.
The expenses are
The tour is limited to the
heavy.
reading and appreciating centers
where guarantees are procurable, and
if a due amount of interest can be
worked up, and sufficient names secured for seats in advance, the date
will be secured.
Tickets are on sale - at Fischer
Drug Co., and the Box Office at the
-

I

Elks.

Take Your Common Colds Seriously.
Common colds, severe and frequent,
lay the foundation of chronic diseased
conditions of the nose and throat, and
may develop into bronchitis, pneumonia and consumption.
For all coughs
and colds in children and in grown
persons, take Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound promptly. For sale by all
druggists.

TO AND FROM

FOS-VEL-

Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Rosven, dally
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. va. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between Santa F and Torrance
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
If you want anything on earth try Roswell f 10. Reserve Seats on auto
mobile lay wire. J. W Stockard.
Want ad In the New Mexican .

!
I

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular
CGXtiCI'S HACK LINE

print luggles

and saddle horses.

THEODORE CORRICK,

:

Phone

Itaek

1S2.

h.

PIAN05 7 PIANOS
ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chlckering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

and Arizona.

Co.

Learnard-Lindeman- n

A

8chiller.

letter, a telegram or a telephone

to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor.
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- Milton and the World Famous Cecl
Co. will meet every customer
llan Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making the
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple and sat
This firm has purchased over six ((.factory business transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Jesse-Frenc-

.11

THE

1

TAKE

r
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money in politics.
We favor the creation of a Board
of Arbitration and Conciliation to assist in the adjustment and settlement
of differences that may arise between
employers and employees.
He Warned Them.
The burden of Hagerman's speech
was that he had warned the Republican leaders beforehand; that they did
not listen to his advice, and that
therefore he would now vote the
Democratic "slate."
The Blue Ballot.
Attorney Cleveland devoted himself
to the blue ballot and its al
of New Mexico, in convention assem- entirely
beneficence.
bled at Santa Fe, on the 4th .day of leged
Permanent Officers.
October 1911, proclaims to the people
The following
officers
permanent
of this state, the following resolutions and declarations of principles: were elected: Sheriff Jesus Romero
We rejoice in ' the glorious record of Old Albuquerque, president; Samu
of the Republican party which has el G. Cartwright of Santa Fe, secregiven the Nation the illustrious names tary; David Gonzales of Santa Fe, inof Lincoln, Grant, Garfield, McKinley, terpreter; Levi A. Hughes of Santa
J.
Fe, for acting
Roosevelt and Taft.
And we contrast the recent utter Locke of Springer; G. H. Van Stone
ances of President Taft, in favor of of Estancia; William M. Berger of
C. E. Hartley of Springer; Danwith the reprogressive principles,
actionary methods pursued by the Las iel Stearn of Las Vegas, Jesus Gonzales of Santa Fe; Modesto C. Ortiz
Vegas Republican convention.
We believe that the source of all of Old Albuquerque; I. H. Elliott of
political power is in the people, and Roswell; J. W. Green of Gallup; H. R.
not in political bosses. The unrest Smith of Taos; William Schnepple of
we see manifested in Republican Espanola; B. C. Sheldon of Pena
ranks in every part of the country, is Blanca; L. S. Osborne of Carlsbad,
attributable to a departure from the and Ramon Herrera of Mora, as honorprinciples and policies laid down by ary vice presidents.
An executive
Lincoln, and other great founders of committee of two members from each
the party.
judicial district is to be organized.
The Progressive Republican League
The resolutions were introduced fcy
is opposed to all forms of encroach- B.
Ruppe of Albuquerque.
ment on the rights of the people by
the great money power of the country,
whose constant endeavor it is to subsidize political organizations through
Palace.
paid agents and hirelings employed
Abe Jack, New York.
for that purpose.
R. MacLeod, New York.
We believe that none but those who
John A. Laughlin, Trinidad.
are capable and honest should be elec
Miss Laura Esmey, Hollywood, Col.
ted to fill the offices of the new state.
William H. Criswell and wife.
We favor a
judiciary
M. C. Stevenson, Washington.
men
be
of
who
will
composed entirely
O. Cook, Cimarron.
immune from the charges of official
W. E. Rogers, Cimarron.
favoritism and who will not be chosen
W. E. Rogers, Roswell.
as the instruments and tools of the faA. A. Beeman, Roswell.
vored few, or to serve any special inJ. P. Williams, Roswell.
terest. Diberta Dibert, Santa Fe.
And we also favor the election of
Ammon Dibert, Santa Fe.
of the Judges of the Supreme
and John Jones, Cerrillos.
District courts, and of the corporaR. T. Hynd, Madrid.
tion Commission at separate elections A. E. Berry, Boston.
from that of other state officials.
Mrs. J. C. Ludley, Portland, Ore.
We charge that the reactionary and
Ben Spitz, Kansas City.
of this
retrogressive Republicans
H. Copparhamer, Kansas City.
at George
State in Convention assembled
P. Leonard, Albuquerque.
on
the 28th day of SepLas Vegas,
J. C. St. John, Colorado Springs.
tember, 1911, placed in nomination a J. B. Bidwell, Taos.
man for Governor who is known to Dr. Herbert H. Johnson, Taos.
be a ring politician, and who is sub
A. C. Probert, Taos.
servient to the special interests, and
in
whose familiar record
public life
unfits him to be the Governor of this

cms

8'Are Yona.'Wi mm

D
can be expended on elections, requir-- O
O
ing publicity from candidates and
litical committees, of moneys expend- O
ed, and for what purposes both before
and after election, thus eliminating' O
as far as possible the corrupt use of O

Be-le-

BEST

oooccccooooc
o

the state.
We favor a corrupt practice
limiting the amount of money that
or

t;
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1911.
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There was a goodly crowd of ladies,
68
4 16
HOolfai
8 20
children, Democrats, Republicans and
76
4 43
Cerrososo
82
5 00
Ar
Insurgents in the Elks' Theater last
7 45
Lv
Cimarron
5 W
IjV
Cimarron
Ar a m
6 85
evining, drawn thither by the an
5 18
Nash
6 27
6 2"
nouncement that Buffalo Jones would
.
Harlan
6 17
5 46
94
Ute Park. N.M... Lv
Ar
6 00
deliver a lecture on the appropriate
aa.
subject of "Wild Animals."
There
Connects at Oolfax with E. P. A S. W. Ry. train both Northrand Sootb4B:
was a noticeable lacK of enthusiasm.
SStage for Van Houten N. M. meet's trains at Preston N.IM.
The principal Progressive addresses
Stage leaves lite Park. N, M for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9;00 A. m. daily exoepS
were made by
Herbert J.
ndays. Fare t uu one way 13.50
trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. A S. train leaves Des Mcines, N, M- for the south at 11;11 p. in. Jarrtves
from th Hagerman of South Springs, and his
tb at 4:88 a. in
speeches are not of the kind that set
audiences or voters afire, and by C.
t. G. DEDMAN,
I. VAN HOUTEN,
M.
F.
WILLIAM,
D. Cleveland, an attorney
in Las
V. P. &
M..
Superintendent
Q. P. Afpnt,
Vegas, and a newcomer to the territory. The following resolutions were
adopted:
Progressive Republican Platform.
ASK FOR
The Progressive Republican League
2

85

to party bosses.
We believe in the
election of delegates to National Conventions by a Presidential Preference
Act with opportunity to the voter to
express his choice on his ballot for
President and
We favor an early amendment to
the Constitution of the state providing a reasonable initiative and referen-- j
dum, also an easier method of remov-ing unfaithful and dishonest public;
servants of the state, by proceedings
instituted in the courts for that pur-- ,
pose, rather than by the slow process
of impeachment by the Legislature,
We also favor an enlargement of the
rowers, and more clearly defining the
duties of the Corporation Commission

M.

h.

n

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

Tbe Square Music Dealers

CO.

N

::

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

I900

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

PEOPLE'S

OF INTEREST TO

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR

from woman's ailments are invited to write o the names and
addresses here given, for positive proof that Lydia E. Pinkham's

Albuquerque,

AVIATION

CURTIS

Elmo, Ho. -- Mrs. Sarah J.8tuart,B.F.D. No.2,

MEET

Natlek, Mass. -- Mrs. Kathan B. Greaton, 61
North Main St.
Milwaukee, Wis. Mrs. Emma Imse, 833 lat St.
OUloago, Ill.-M- re.
Alrena Sperling, 1468 Cly.
bourne Are.

,

.

$1,000 s

SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN B. MclHANUS,

Secretary-Manage-

r

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
Qsnerel Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World
ad

by Purchasing Wells
Dosaastlc
Mooer
Orders, Travelers'
Psg
Mousy Orders

Peria
U.

Canada, Mexico

"ISSff

tZSSTTAtiSSS SENT BY TELEGRAPH

J. D.
J 2-

-

BARNES.

Agent

poses.
We believe In the full and ample
protection to the sheep and wool in.

dustry, but stand with President Taft
in his assertion
that the present
Schedule K is "indefensible."
That
schedule while pretending to provide
a duty of ten cents per pound on wool
of the class produced In. New Mexico
does in reality and in fact provide an
average protection of not more than
two cents per pound during many
years past.
The public lands donated to us by
Congress for institutional and educa
tional purposes constitute a most
valuable asset of the state. The manof these
agement and disposition
lands should be carefully guarded to
the end that the objects for which
they were granted may be fully observed and carried out; and that no
individual or combination of individuals, be allowed to secure large tracts
of these lands, or to acquire them
for speculative purposes.
We believe in the election of United
State Senators by direct vote of the
people through an amendment to the
Constitution of the United States;
and we are in favor of direct primaries for the nomination of all elective
officers, making the nominees directly
responsible to the people, rather than

Victoria, MiM.-M- rs.
Cincinnati, OLio.-Mre- .W.
TiewAv.

Willie Edwards.
H. Hough, 7 Eat--

Noah,

Ky.-M-

elia

rs.

Lizzi. Holland.

Cathamet.Wash.-Mri.ElvaBarber
Edwards.
Alloc Kirlin, 833 West
Glrclerille, Ohio.-JI- ra.
Huston St.
Salem, Ind.-M- rs.
lizzie 8. Htnkle, B.B.No.3. '
New Orleans,
Terpsichore St.
ChSK Bauer, Sr.,C33
Mlshawaks, lnd.-M- rs.
East Marion St.
Raoine,Wis.-M- ra.
Katie Kublk, B. 2, Box El.
BeaTerrails,Pa.Mis.w.P.Boyd,24108thAv.

Maternity Trouble.

.

Mo.-M- rs.
D. F. Aleshire.
Bronangh,
rs.
Win. O. King, Box SSI.
Phenix, U.I.-M-N.J.-Mra.
Louis Fischer, 82 MonCarlstadt,
roe St.
South San ford, Mo. Mrs. Charles A. Austin.
Schenectady, N.Y
Albany

Joe Grantham, 825 W.
Taylorrille, Ill.-M- rs.
VandeveerSt.
Cincinnati, Ohio. -- Mrs. Sophia Hoff, CIS Ho- Mlcken Ave.

Big Bun, Pa.-M- rs. Pa.-M- W. E. Pooler.
rs.
M. Johnston, 210
Philadelphia,
SlegelSt.
Backache.
Peoria, 111. Mrs. Clara L. Gauwiti, K.B.NO.
4, Boxes.
Dana, R.F.D. 2.
Augusta,
St. Paul. Minn. -- Mrs. B. K. Schorn, 1083
St.
Woodbridge
Q. Leiser, S21R Kinkaid
Pittsburg, Pa.-M- rs.
St.. E.E.
Thomas Alburn.
Kearney, Mo.-M- rs.
Blue Island, Ill.-M- rs.
Anna Sehwarts, 828
Orov.St.
East Earl, Pa.-M- rs.
Augustus Lyon,B.FJ)X

Avoided.
Operations
Mrs.
Bethnne.
Dema
a. A. WilUams,

Bikeston, Mo.

Gardiner, Mo.-- Mi.
ington Ave.

142

Wash-

St.
Edith Wleland, 238
DeForest.Wis. Mrs. August. Vesnermann.
Usst Soot.
Dexter, Kansas.-M- rs,

Chicago,

Bsllevne,

Ohio.-M-

Black Duck,

rs.

Monroe Xt.

Mlnn.-M-

Box 18.
WeBleyville.Pa.-M-

Maggie Ester, B.F.D. 1.
Mrs. W. T. Purnell, 307 Lincoln

Avenue.

Liberty
Chicago,

ni.-M-

Wm. Tally,

ra.

Avenue.

2062

Ogden

Painful Periods.
Caledonia, Wls.-M-

Ph. Sehattner, B.B. 14,

rs.

Box 44.

C. B. Mason, R.B, No. 2.
Adrian,
N. Oxford, Mass. Miss Amelia Duso, Box 14.
Baltimore,Ohio. Mrs.A.A.Balenger,K.F.D.l.
OrrviUe, Ohio. Mrs. E. F. Wagner, Box 620.
Atwater, Ohio. Miss Minnie Muelhaupt.
PrairteduChien,Wis.-M- rs.
Julia Eoaieheck,
B.No.1.
Mo.-M-

rs.

Irregularity.

Clara Oaxbrake,17Marl- Buffalo, N.Y.-M- rs.
mont St.
Winchester, Ind.-M- rs.
May Deal. B R. No. 7.
6t. Regis falls, N.Y. Mrs. J. H. Breyere.
Jessie Schaar, Box 22.
Grayvfllo. Ill.-M- rs.
Geo. Strickler, B. No. 6,
Hudson, Ohlo.-M- rs.
Box
32.

Ovarian Trouble.

MurrayTille, Dl.-M- rs.
Philadelphia, Pa.-M- rs.

Chas. Moore, B. B. S.

Chas. Boell,

Mole St.

Minneapolis,
2116

Mlnn.-M-

rs.

Second St., North,

Westwood,

Md.-M-

Benjamin,

Mo.-M-

John

2218

N.

G. Ifoldan.

John F. Bichanls.
Julia Frantz, B.F.D. L

rs.
rs.

Female Weakness.
W.TerreHante,Ind.-Mrs.ArtleE.HamUtMo.-M-

Our map is the best, the most attractive and elegant ever made of
of any State when admitted into the Union. It is in itself a souve
nir for the delegates and for any patriotic son of New Mexico. The
size of the map is 40x50 inches, printed In several colors ; at the top
is a rampant American Eagle, and at the bottom the Capitol of
Santa Fe with the brilliant Sun of the State rising behind the
.......
Capitol's dome.

It will be a historical ornament for

ev- -

ery office and home in the new State,
and every patriotic and public-spiritcitizen can hardly afford to be without
one.

.

D. No. 7.
rs.

Elgin,
Henry Leisebu , 748 Adams
Sehaeiferstown, Po,-- Mr.
Cyrus Hetrleh.
Cresson, Pa. Mrs. Ella E. Alkey.
Idelia A. Dunham, Box
FairAance, Pa.-M- rs.
Ill.-M-

Nervous Prostration.
Iowa.-M- rs.
Clara FranksJLFJ. S.
Knoxvtlle,Mo.-Mrs.
Mae McKnlghk'
Oronogo,
Camden, N.J. Mrs, W. P. Valentine, 803 Lin--.
coin Avenue.
Muddy, lll.-M- rs.
May Nolen.
R.
Brookville, Ohlo.-M- rs.
Fltchvllle. Ohio.-M- rs.
0. (JoliT
Philadelphia, P.-M- rs.
Frank Clark, Mil
Allegheny Ave,

statements made Kosr advertisements regarding its merit
toc& and notit-- ,

Htecii,

"

The handsomest, the most elaborate and
complete map of the State of New Mexico
is now ready for sale. Around the map
we have produced, handsomely engraved,
the photographs of the delegates who
framed the Constitution of the new State

ed

on.

A. C. DaVault.
rs.
JulinA.Bnow, B N0.8.
Utloa, Ouio.-M- rs.
Mary Earlwine, B. F. D. 8.
Bellevne, Ohio. Mrs. Charley Chapman, B.F.
rs.
Lawrence,Iowa.-M-

Elmo,

We have two different classes of maps
--

First-clas-

$I0.C3

s,

Second-clas-

:.

5X3

s,

If

These women are only a few o: thousands of living witnesses of
the power of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to cure female
diseases. Not one of these women ever received compensation in any
form for the use of their names in this advertisement but are willing that we should refer to them because of the good they may
do other sufEerict women to prove that Lydia Er PirikhaiA
Vegetable Compocli is reliable and honest medicine, and that the
-

PATRIOTIC SOI! OF IIEl'l MEXICO

Anna Anderson,

rs.

rs.

Trenton, Mo.

.

Lite.
Change of E.
Stevens.
111.
Mrs. J. H. Campbell, 206 North
Second St.
Brooklyn, N.Y.Mra. Evens, R26 Hahwy St.
Epplng,
Btreator,

EVERY

Organic Displacements.

tr

the

Send immediately your order to the

Lithograph Slap Publ&inj Co.
P.O. Box

Tri

-

r--

v

.
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Owed to a Toothache.
Jones, he,
Who would Senator be.
Had mighty bad luck
As you'll agree.
At the
Trouble hit him
Before it began.

poiiiiisl

for governor, had made his speech ot
acceptance, and the bosses had to
make a new diagram.

Not Working for Prohibition Plank.
Rev. J. I. Seder, president of the
League in New Mexico,
declares that he did not attempt to
An ulcerate-tooth-,
have the Democrats put a prohibition
An aching Jaw
or local option plank in their platShut oft his speech
form, because prohibition is not a
Closed his maw
party issue, but that he is using his
Knocked his chances
influence to have men nominated who
are friendly to prohibition, and that
Higher'n the sky
lie would have been at the Republican
For Fergy will
Call the roll of "aye." Raton Range. state convention for the same purpose
had it not been necessary for him to
attend the Methodist Conference at
Otero County Republicans.
Otero county Republicans will meet Albuquerque. The prohibitionists will
at Alamogordo on October 7 to nomi- pick a slate from all state tickets, he
nate a county ticket.
declared, of men favorable to prohibition or county option, and will vote
fcr such men In preference to men
First Campaign Tour.
Republican vbo are unfriendly to the temperance
Curry,
cause.
nominee for Congress and Sheriff
Romero, nominee for SecreA Campaign
of Fakes.
tary of State, will leave tonight for
The Democrats have started out
the lower Pecos valley to open the
nobly following their usual fake taccampaign.
tics. First the Colfax county bunch
announced
The Kllnk of the Dollars.
that Champ Clark and
The press dispatches from Santa Folk of St. Louis would speak at
Fe say that Fergusson's speech indi- the County Convention in Springer,
cated an invitation to the "progress- well knowing that neither of these
ives" to join with the Democratic orators could be there owing to prevparty in making a ticket. "Fergy" ious engagements.
(This is another
Mr. H. D.
has heard that the "surgers" have Thornton boomerang.)
Welcome, thrice welcome Flood and "Billy" Sulzer of New York
money.
were to enchant their hearers at the
are dollars to the leaders of the
hosts. Raton Range.
state convention in Santa Fe. "Billy"
showed up and made a spiel before
District Conventions.
the state central committee
and
Dr. G. Renniger of Oscuro, has been "whom it may concern,"
but had to
nominated for the House by the Dem- leave for Denver before the show be
ocrats for the counties of Socorro, gan in the big tent so he did not
As to Harry
Otero and Lincoln. The district con- address the convention.
vention for Sandoval, McRlnley and D.: He mought and then again he
If this program gets any
Bernalillo counties, and for Sandoval, moughn't.
San Juan and Bernalillo counties will more such jolts, and they did not conmeet at Albuquerque on Monday fore- nect with the "plunder-barrel- "
any
more sucessfully than they did with
noon.
their orators, considerable ginger will
In Charge of Press Bureau.
be extracted from the campaigns-Rat- on
Range.
The executive committee of the Republican party has chosen W. F.
Brogan of the Albuquerque Herald to He is a Republican Running for the
Legislature.
take charge of the Press Bureau. He
was formerly on the New Mexican,
There is in Obar, Quay County, New
has been on the Albuquerque Journal Mexico, a little paper called "Proand was chief clerk of the Legislative gress." It is set up, edited, printed
and a and mailed by L. L. Klinefelter, who
Council. He is a
nf(A. uc waa
vv tY,
uv
was .ltd
general favorite among newspaper nr.nt in
wainm i 1Ana
ivug auci
,
( i
i
men.
uas
me
luuaui- lew
uiu.
luwn
years
tants aside from the editor, who is
Fifth Judicial District Primaries. known all over New Mexico as "Kline"
The vote cast in the judicial pri- and sometimes even as "Col. Kline."
in Eddy, Obar has what "Kline" calls a "union
maries of the Democrats
Chaves, Curry and Roosevelt counties, depot," a term which Is strictly justiwas as follows: For Judge, John T. fied by the fact that the station consists of two abandoned freight cars,
McClure, of Roswell,
Some people
2869; George L. Reese of Portales, placed end to end.
Prohibitionist, 2377; McClure's ma- maintain with a show of reason that
jority, 492. For district attorney, Ken- In relation to the community in which
he works the colonel is about the
neth K. Scott of Roswell,
2,733; H. M. Dow of RoBwell biggest editor in the United States.
Prohibitionist, 2,347; Scott's majority, We understand that when .he started
another paper in Oklahoma, when he
386.
was over 55 years old, his capital
consisted of $2.26 in cash and a lead
National Committee Meets in
Now that he is comfortably
pencil.
December. '
settled in New Mexico he cheers peo
After a meeting between former
in the dry times and crows
Governor John F. Hill of Augusta, ple up
over the rest of the world when it
William
and
Me., acting chairman,
rains, and lives in his homestead
Hayward of New York City, secretary shack "near the city limits" an easy
of the Republican National Committee,
as the city is nearly all limits.
a call was issued for a meeting of thing,
This shack he calls "The Dove House"
the Committee In Washington Decem- and every week he
to the in
ber 12. At this meeting the claims dividuals who exist brings
his
in
territory
Conof various cities for the National
to cheer and fortify. Colvention will be heard and the place something
lier's.
Among
and time will be decided.
..-j
and
St.
Chicago
Louis,
Buffalo,
others,
Direct Legislation.
Attack
is
necessary
It
will be applicants.
Washington, Oct. 5. The task of at
for this call to be issued in time to
notify the members in Hawaii, the tempting to put an end to all initiative
and referendum legislation in this
Philippine Islands, Alaska and Porto
country began in the supreme court of
Rico.
the United States. Counsel for the Pa
cific States Telephone and Telegraph
Pulled Off Torres.
Company filed ft brief attacking a tax
reThe Democratic steam roller
ing law of Oregon because it was enceived another jolt yesterday, and the acted under the initiative clause of
once
to
be
halted
proceedings had
the state constitution, which is alleged
more and go over "intil today. A, C. to be in violation ot the federal con
Torres of Socorro county had been stitution. The initiative amendment
slated by the bosses for lieutenant and the Oregon tax were denounced
governor. But the superintendent of as violating the right of each state
league appeared upon to a Republican form of government
the
the scene and declared that his Infor- which was guaranteed by the federal
mation is to the effect that Torres has, constitution. Governor Woodrow Wilor has had, an interest in a saloon at son of New Jersey was quoted as say
Magdalena and that he Is therefore ing that a government must have its
not a man whom the Prohibitionist
body as "it can no more
could support. As a consequence, the make law through its voters than it
convention had to adjourn last even- can make law through its newspaing after W. C. McDonld, candidate. pers." Reference was made to the
Anti-Saloo- n

claim that the initiative method
of
legislation is a check against corruption of legislators. "It were better,"
the telephone company contended,
"that the struggle against abuse and
corruption should continue than that
they should be eradicated by theories
and practices of government revolutionary in character and founded on
error or injustice." It was asserted
that no despot or monarch would be
permitted to rule in any commonwealth of the nation, and yet the "despotism of the multitude is as arbitrary
and complete as the absolutism of a

mm
llHil

l
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despot."

" iica

woman spraKt oi ner
silent secret sullering the
trusts you. Mi'Hons have bestowed tlih mark of conscience oa Dr. R. V. Fierce,
cf Buffalo. N. Y.
Evcrv.
where there are women who
bear wifnes tn th wnmlrr.
er oi Di:
working, curin-poPierce's Favorite Prescription
which saves the suJTetir.g sex
from pain, end successfully
grapples with woman's weak
nesses and stubborn :.:s.

it

Anti-saloo- n

law-maki-

here Mr. Miller goes to Las Cruces
and the southern Rio Grande valley
on road and irrigation matters.
The management of the big Raymotor excursion
mond) Whitcomb
which comes through here early in
November has wired Colonel Sellers
FOR RENT Six roomed brick cot.
tc make arrangements for a cook to
tage. Bath, ranee, light O. C. Wat.
po with the tour from here to Phoe- son
& Co.
nix, and the Colonel is now on a still
l.unt for a first class cook who wants
FOR SALE A few Bne Barred
to take a trip to Phoenix and possibly
Rock chickens.
Apply Mrs.
to Los Angeles. Albuquerque MornDudrow.
ing Journal.

WANTS

WANTED Woman cashier who can
speak English and Spanish. Call at
Coronado Restaurant.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

WANTED

Farm-hanpreferably
comfortable
home for
right man; references required. Apply New Mexican.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

....

middle-aged-

PAUL A. F. WALTER
New Mexlce

Pay or Doard at start to
Automobiles, Electric!'
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
ty. Bricklaying, Plumbing, by actual
Attorneys-at-Lawork on jobs. Only few months rePractice in tje Dlstrl t Court a quired. No
apprenticeship drudgery.
well as before the Supreme Court oi 200
students last year. Catalogue
the territory.
free. United Trade School, Los AnNew Mexico.
Las Cruces,
geles.
WANTED

learn trades.

C, W. O. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties

TYPEWRfTERS.

adjusted and repaired. New
furnished. Ribbons and sup
platens
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled,
E. C. A3B0T7
All repair work and typewritee guarAttorncy-at-Laanteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
Practice in the District and riu change. Phone 231.
Cleaned,

Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
WANTED Canvassing
Agents at
New Mexico once for the sale of "Compendium of
Eanta Fe.
Everyday Wants," the book of genG. W. PSICHARD
eral necessity, price $1.50; also for
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful reAttorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in all the District Court-an- d ligious allegory, price $1.00. Either
give special attention to case outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
before the Territorial Supreme Court per cent commission to agents. Big
A. B. KUHLMAN,
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M sellers. Address
Publisher, 136 West St.. Chicago, 111.
HARRY O. MOULTON

Fraternal Societies

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. M.

M.

Regular communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic
Hall
at

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
Chat. R. Eaaley

Chat. F. Easley.

N. M.

lr

j

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

V

EDITORIAL

FLASHES

Publishing Delinquent Tax List.
The last issue of the Portales
Herald consisted of 'teen pages, the
central figure of which was the de
linquent tax list in and for Roose
The Herald is ever
velt county.
a bright and wholesome little paper,
and we congratulate it upon its very
with the county
evident
officials in clearing up the tax situa
tion in Roosevelt county.
Many di
visions of New Mexico have failed and
neglected to follow the law in regard
to these publications, imperiling the
soundness of every title did any one
care to raise the point. Roswell
Morning News.

;

Attorney-at-La- w

8anta Fe,

7.30.

EASLEY & EASLEY.
After exposure and when you feel
Attorney at Law.
a cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
Practice in the courts and befor CHAS.
and Tar Compound. It checks and re
lieves. Use no substitute. The gen Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
uine in a yellow package always For
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,
sale by all druggists.

.
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No woman's appeal was ever misdirected or her con(Contined From Page Three.)
fidence misplaced when she wrote for
cause those principles bring the govadvice, to
the
World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr.
ernment nearer to the people, and
It.
V.
Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y.
reserve the powers thereof in their
Dr. Merce't Pleasant Pellets Induce mild Batumi bowel movement one
a day.
hands where those powers Justly belong.
We favor a just worklngmen's compensation law for injuries arising DEMOCRATIC DAILY IS
opposed the original motion.
in hazardous occupations, and also a
A vote was finally taken and the
PROMPTLY "TURNED DOWN."
wise method of industrial insurance
motion to refer the resolution to the
so that all questions between em Convention Declines to Adopt Resolu- committee on resolutions, was carried by a big majority.
ployers and employes, arising theretion Declaring it Official
under, may have a plain, speedy and
Delegate John Y. Hewitt took up
Organ.
adequate adjustment.
The motion of Mr. Bowden of Cha-- , the subject, later moving to recall the
We stand not only for material and
ves county to have the Democratic resolution of Mr. Bowden from the
intellectual progress, but also for
hands of the resolution committee and
moral advancement In public life, and state convention pass a resolution send it back to the convention, which
Roswell
Morning he said could settle it as well as the
we declare the paramount issue be- designating the
he declared is the only committee on resolutions. This
fore the people of New Mexico to be News, which
gen
'
"GOOD GOVERNMENT,"
and the Democratic daily newspaper in New tie rap on the resolution committee
official
as
the
of
the
Mexico,
organ
eradication of graft and bribery from
vas received with ripples of laughter.
Democratic party, was flatly turned Mr. Parker of Bernalillo
moved to lay
public life in this state.
down
by the convention.
Delegate Mr. Hewitt's motion on the table in
We believe that the only way to put
into effect these patriotic principles Faxton of Colfax offered an amend-- ' definitely. He was informed by some
and the accomplishment of these de- nient that the, resolution be referred other delegate that laying motions on
sired results Is by nominating and to the committee on resolutions.
the table is "undemocratic."
There was a spirited debate over
Mr. Hewitt's motion was carried,
electing men of clean public record,
however and the convention went
on record as declining to desig
nate the alleged "only Democratic
daily in New Mexico" as the Demo
cratic official organ.
Convention Adjourns.
The convention finally adjourned
until 9 o'clock this morning when it
is hoped the other nominations will
take place, now that the nominee for
governor has been selected.
Many of the delegates who have
come a long way, are anxious to get
home. It does look as though the
convention will get through its busi
ness by tonight, however, but the ho
tel men are said to hope that it will
hang fire the rest of the week.

y
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IT MAKC5 WEAK WOflEN STRONd
IT HAKES SICK WOMEN WELL.

W. C. M'DONALD FOR GOVERNOR.

rllSr.
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Attorneys-at-Law-

.

Practice in all the Courts and
fore the Interior Department.

Be-

New Mexico.

Taos,

H. H. DORMAN,
Master
E. LINNE1.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

1, R. A. M.

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of eacb month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

H. L. ORTIZ,

Santa Fe Commander)

and

No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday tn each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

Attorney

Counsellor-at-La-

Practicing before all the courts
the Territory.
- New Mexlce
Santa Fe
,-

PROBERT el COMPANY

1iW

P. m.

CHAS. A. WHEELON. E.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

C

Investments
Santa Fe ixdge et
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Peifection No. 1, 14th
Money Loaned for Investors
degree. Ancient and AcWe have for sale general stocks ot
cepted Scottish Rite of
C. L. BALLARD.
Retail
Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
Free Masonry meets on
and other BuslnebS Opportunltlei the third
Monday of each month
throughout Taos county.
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
and we appeal to all patriotic citizens the matter, Delegate Bowden himself:
Bank References Furnished
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plata.
regardless of past or present party a newspaperman and representing
Miller Looking After Good Roads.
New Mexico Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are corTaos,
affiliations to join us in our effort
That the office of public roads is
dially invited to attend.
to start the new state of New Mexico the News, declaring that this is the going to do its part at once to see
in
Democratic
only
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
dally
newspaper
aright on the road to her manifest the
between
here
that
the
Trail
Sunset
M.
DR.
DIAZ,
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train No.": 10 from th south was re- weather and the prospects .for e Espanola, and one washout north of slips; were called into play to count
and Chaves
Bernalillo
ported indefinitely late this afternoon. change in the varieties seemed Espanola. Both the northbound and the vote.
ithe southbound trains are stalled
started off solidly for Fergusson.
Examining School Children Dr. X slim today.
Dona Ana cast only 9 votes as one
washouts and it is not known
A. Rolls is making a physical examin
Banner Drooped As the
ation of the pupils in the public ro county delegation in the Democratic j when they will be able to move,
delegate had gone home without leavschools.
ing a proxy. When Quay county was
convention last night, lifted its stand-X
K
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 5.
called, Fergusson had 111 votes, and
Library Closed The miblic library ard higher than others in the parade FELIX MARTINEZ TICKET IS
X The weather for New Mexico X
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quite
ground
crash,
evening,
X cooler Friday.
X
He said: "I am a pretty strong man
a while before it was restored to its
(Continued from page one.
floors.
but I have experience and I like to get
Trains Late Santa Fe train No. 8, rlace.
this man for a man from under shelter before the storm breaks,
More Rain The biggest rain that to
Special Price on the Davenport Roll- due last evening, arrived this forenoon
when
that man had come tou can beat me for congress but
Bernalillo
had
er Bearing Wagons at Goebels.
is
this
Santa
has
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falling.
at 11:30 o'clock. It reached Lamy at
year
to 6 o'clock this morning 1.43 to the convention with, the declara-inche- s you can't drive me out of the DemoA Place to get in out of the rain. 3:30 this morning.
; Up
cratic party.
had fallen and it Is still rain-- ( "on he would not be a candidate?"
'The Elks'" tonight.
Convention The
Pupils Attended
There was applause as he finished.
"But I will say I came here with
Milk and Cream always on hand high and grammar school pupils at- - j ing with more, rain predicted fos to--,
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black, tended the Democratic state conven- night. The railroads report tracks. Mr. Pace of Clayton arose and said enough votes to be nominated on the
'
188.
washed out but the ranges have Seen that the two places for congress-muc- first ballot. I came here with the
tion this forenoon.
distinct promise made by Fergusson
A new line of beautiful samples of
benefited. The maximum, tern- - men were to be given, one to an
Guild Meets Tomorrow The Guild
yesterday was 60 degrees goAmerican and the other to a he would not go to congress but that
silks, satins, chiffons, etc., plain, em- cf the Church of the Holy Faith will
he wanted to go to the senate. (Cries
wj
broidered, at the Goebel Co.
meet tomorrow, Friday afternoon, at and the minimum 47 degrees. jf
of1 "Hear, Hear!")
A
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No. 10 Indefinitely Late Santa Fe the home of Mrs.
theories'
Mr,''
j
Hogle, at 2:30.
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Aid
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Mr. Walton arose and seconded Mr. he will resign from congress and run
terian church will meet with Mrs. Associated Press leased wire was put
out of commission by the storm today. Fergusson's nomination,
declaring for the senate. I don't say this to
George Marsh tomorrow afternoon at
The Postal Telegraph Company could Grant county would do fully as well by wrong him but I do say that this is a
o'clock.
2:30
,
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him as for its own candidate.
sad condition of affairs if a man can
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of
Otero
are
Cerrillos
down.
and
county,
Fe
Santa
Judge
Sherry
fifteen year old. son of Robert Devine,
on to speak but he declined, up another in this way." (Applause.)
a brother of James Devine, the band There was also trouble on the long called
as well as local telephone Several delegates including Baker of
distance
H. B.' Fergusson and Paz Valverde
Old
in
died
morning
yesterday
leader,
lines. All railroad lines in Kew Mexi- - Guadalupe county, seconded McGills were nominated for Congress as tigs
Albuquerque, following a short illness
Mr, Bauer saia ne Knew New Mexican went to press.
co are having trouble with soft track nomination.
T$s
with typhoid.
f
jof no man who could bo well repre- - other nominations will be posted fcfc
Furnished Rooms for Rent Second and washouts.
sent
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in
the
Trainino
people
congress
Judge
Manual
The manual train.
the bulletin board as soon as mader
floor of building formerly occupied by
McGlll,
Steam heat, electric lights, ing course in the High School is provBeavers.
of
Santa Fe
George Volney Howard
hot and cold water in each room. All ing very popular. A workshop has
The leader of all shows of Its kind.
orathen followed with a
Mrs. been fitted up in a well lighted room
comforts: .' Rates reasonable.
Eiler's mammoth, matchless, magnifi5"
"""s
in the basement and some of the work
Emma Harney. Phone Red 73.
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Vegas and the., surrounding country displayed. The sewing tables for the licans as a "swinish herd."
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have been treated to "57 varieties" of domestic science department have not McGlll passed by the press table
1
92.. .Phone ..92
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yet arrived. There is also .a well- tET THE WANT
COLUMN DO IT.
equipped physical laboratory in the.
newspapermen who told
high schol building,
Mm that Mr. Llller of New York,
The Equinoctial Storm There may
A good live advertisement In the
would probably be the nominee, sidebe nothing like a cycle in weathef or
Want column of the New Mexican will
Mr.
Fer
and
himself
both
tracking
climate, but it is certain that about gusson. Judge McGill's expression rent any- property that is rentable.
troubles
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imof
from
this
time
the
time
There is always some one that wants
year,
showed intense disgust.
a miniare
what you have got, but you must let
memorial, most sections in most years
Vote.
The
mum by the use of modern
experience a storm.,jthat;-see,mtq inFor the first time In the convention them know it.
dicate the transition from summer to
plumbing fixtures installed by
winter. This
equinoctial
our expert workmen.
storm reached Santa Fe yesterday
morning and continued today ' with a
;
We supply genuine' ltattdavd
ROSES; Pink and White.
downpour of rain and gusts of wind
fixtures, and our prompt and reliable
SWEET PEAS.'
that reminded visitors of the coast.
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Snake Bite; The Hair Restore?" 'and
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At the . . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . . Phone 12
Dogs Were Not Tagged Dogs is
FOR SALE BY
dogs, and cats is cats, and dogs upon
which no license is paid are not propCo
&
Fe
erty. This is the gist of a decision
handed .down yesterday by Judge Ira
A. Abbott ai Albuquerque, In tte case
of Spiess vs. Gleasner, wherein the demm
fendant was sued for $806 for killing
two annoying canines belonging to
IN THE LINE OF
the plaintiff.. No license having been
paid- - on the pups, the judge JUistruct-e- d
the 'Jury that the defendant had
destroyed no property in killing them,
and directed that a verdict for , the
AT
defendant be brought in. The plaintiff's attorneys excepted to the deciJAMES C. McCONVERY,
MRS.
LINDHARDT'S,
sion, and will appeal the case.
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125 Palace Avenue, - .
washouts are reported on the Denver
-:- 415 Palace Avenue.
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WHEN BUYING A WATCH GET THE BEST
that meets every demand for perfect service one that
combines perfection in the works style and character in the
case to satisfy and please individual taste and requirements
One
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Hardy Plants and Flowers.
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Imported and Domestic Samples to select from,
MM not only the best that was ever shown in Santa 11 a IHlA
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD!
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Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art," not an "Industry."

t

Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sir clothes that are correctly cut and handsomely,
trimmed you'll be delighted with our tailoring. From the best Foreign and Domestic Looms
we have the choicest productions in SUITINGS, OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have many exclusive
designs that are confined to us foe this locality.
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Overcoats,

YOU NOT TBST US WITH YOUR FALLSORDER?

JF WE TAILOR

IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE!
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YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO

COME AND SEE US.
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